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From the worst windstorm year on record
to one of the most benign. From record
insurance losses to bumper profits. From
risk transfer to risk retention and brand
protection. As the priorities of both
insurance suppliers and buyers change,
the energy insurance market has moved
rapidly from red to black – but at a time
when alternatives to its products and
services appear to be increasingly
attractive. These developments surely
emphasise the inherent volatility that 
lies at the heart of both the energy and 
the insurance industries.
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qÜÉ=ÇêáÑí=Ñêçã=ÅçããÉêÅá~ä=áåëìê~åÅÉ
Generally, buyers of energy insurance continue to value
the commercial insurance market, although self-
insurance, captives and mutuals are now often
regarded as equally important risk management tools.
Furthermore, buyers’ priorities are changing as they
look towards retaining more risk, towards maximising
alternative sources of protection for their exposures and
towards finding new ways of managing risks which
have either been traditionally uninsurable or have now
become increasingly expensive to insure.

qÜÉ=äçåÖJíÉêã
Buyers also believe that the insurance market could do
more to offer a longer-term commitment to its clients,
in order to provide a less volatile pricing environment.
They also want the market to provide them with
specific products, tailored to their own individual
requirements, delivered in a more efficient manner.

mêçíÉÅíáåÖ=ã~êâÉí=ëÜ~êÉ
Insurers’ priorities are also changing, and the early 
part of 2006 was spent re-assessing their commitments
to this sector in the light of further underwriting
limitations and other corrective measures. However,
following the benign hurricane season, they are now
seeking to protect what has rapidly become a highly
profitable portfolio. Competition is therefore especially
being generated for those programmes that do not test
current market capacity and are located in regions free
from natural catastrophe risk.

fåíêçÇìÅáåÖ=ëáÇÉÅ~êë
Increased capacity, notably from Bermuda and in the
form of reinsurance “sidecars”, will eventually find its
way into the energy insurance market in 2007, either
directly or indirectly. This may be partially offset by
recent mergers and withdrawals.

oÉí~áåáåÖ=dìäÑ=táåÇ=êáëâ
More Gulf of Mexico windstorm capacity may be
available in 2007 for approximately the same premium
spend as in 2006, as new vehicles such as CV Starr and
Argenta join the market. However, this capacity is
essentially reinsurance-driven and still very scarce in
relative terms compared to the pre-Katrina/Rita
environment. We foresee clients realigning their own
requirements, having had a year to come to terms with
the new price environment.

páÖåë=çÑ=ëçÑíÉåáåÖ
Away from the catastrophe arena, and where market
capacity remains unthreatened, the combined pressure
of increased capacities, reduced demand from buyers
and strong profitability ratios suggest a general
softening of rates in 2007. Most underwriters will be
caught in the classic dilemma: how to satisfy increased
premium income demands from their management
while maintaining current rating levels.

oÉëíêáÅíÉÇ=äÉ~ÇÉêëÜáé
Notwithstanding this, the current lack of alternatives to
the recognised panel of market leaders for energy
business might serve to act as a brake on this process.

aÉîÉäçéãÉåíë=~í=lfi
Despite all its difficulties and the recent withdrawal 
of nine companies, the majority of the membership 
of OIL look set to continue to support the industry
mutual, with a proposal to differentiate Atlantic 
Named Windstorm exposure likely to be endorsed at 
its March 2007 AGM. However, we believe the 
premium “pool” within OIL may decrease further in 
the future, leading to increased loss volality.

In this issue...

`Ü~åÖáåÖ=éêáçêáíáÉë
While the absence of major
losses this year has brought
some much needed stability
to the energy insurance
market, there are now signs
of changing priorities within
both the buyer and supplier
communities.
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Yet the market writes policies that can sometimes be
little more than “punts” each year - and prices them as
such. The nature of wind losses can be best understood
over multi-year cycles, but to date the insurance
industry has had little to offer by way of either multi-
year products or pricing. So as you will see in this
review, our clients increasingly use other tools which
are at their disposal - tools which to them are of equal
significance to those provided by our industry.

A second disconnect is the way the market develops 
a price for an insurance product that does not always
reflect the quality of the risk being underwritten.
However this gap is closing, due to the increasing
appetite of insurers for information that adequately
captures the risk profile of a client, a technology, or 
a location. Much remains to do to completely close 
the gap, but clients with good loss histories and/or
lower-risk technologies and locations are demanding
that they be valued differently from those without
those qualities. For the latter clients, wake-up time 
is coming.

Another disconnect is the client appetite for alternatives
to commercial insurance and the evident price of these
alternatives. Mutuality is under threat after the most
catastrophic loss in OIL’s history. At the time of writing,
nine members have elected to exit and more are eying
this option in the coming half-year. This is of course
linked to differentiation of risk, which ought to be the
huge strength of the commercial market.

Hence our challenge and enormous opportunity going
forward: to rapidly innovate, price and offer products 
and services which reflect and transfer the risks our
clients truly face. On the one hand, this is “motherhood”,
our raison d’être. But the rise of alternatives to our
“offers” should call us to new forms of action. Mutuals,
Captives and Enterprise Risk Management are gaining 
in share of minds and wallets – and it is our job as
brokers to ensure that this mix is enriched with improved
insurance products and services wherever possible.

We’re full of good ideas as an industry, but we lack the
process, dialogue and leadership at this point to act on
the best of these. Willis Energy is committed to working
with clients, carriers and indeed other brokers to regain
the initiative.

Phillip Ellis
Chairman, Willis Energy

Foreword – resolving the disconnects in the energy insurance market
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The big “disconnects” that afflict the energy
insurance sector will give us plenty to do in
2007 and for years to come. First, the demand
on our industry to deliver financial reports in
quarters and calendar years is not connected
to the nature of the risks that our clients are
managing. A fine illustration of this is wind-
related risk; the insurance market has just
experienced possibly the best loss year on
record after the worst in its history, and its
best minds and finest predictive tools foresaw
neither of them in advance.



And here is the weather forecast…

Well, the insurance world waited and watched……
and waited and watched some more. Threatened 
with dire warnings about the nature of the 2006 
North Atlantic hurricane season, the daily log-ons to 
the National Hurricane Predictor website from insurers 
in London EC3 and elsewhere began rather nervously
in July, continued hopefully throughout August and
finally tailed off, with an almost disbelieving sense of
relief, at the end of October. “There are currently no
tropical cyclones at this time for the North Atlantic
region” read the caption on the NHP website day after
day, and when four major storms did finally materialise
during September, they all (seemingly inexplicably)
veered northwards, heading for the vast emptiness of 
the mid-Atlantic rather than the energy installations 
and drilling rigs of the Gulf of Mexico.

qÜÉ=OMMS=eìêêáÅ~åÉ=pÉ~ëçå

NVVRJOMMR= OMMS= OMMS=
^îÉê~ÖÉ cçêÉÅ~ëíë ^Åíì~ä

Named Storms 15 11-17 9
Hurricanes (cat.1-5) 8.5 6-10  5
Major Hurricanes (cat 3-5) 4 3-6 2

The 2006 hurricane season did not turn out as predicted 

by forecasters 

pçìêÅÉW táääáë

Excuses, excuses...

Amidst much scratching of heads and indeed some
embarrassment, “experts” are now offering various
explanations for this unexpected, if fortuitous, outcome.
Initial reports suggest that possible causes include
lower Atlantic sea surface temperatures than were
originally anticipated; dust clouds over the Sahara; a
higher wind “shear” over the western tropical Atlantic;
and the rapid onset of an unexpected El Niño in the
Eastern mid-Pacific during August and September.

A bumper year?

Whatever the underlying reasons, it is now safe to say
that the energy insurance market has reached the end
of 2006 virtually unscathed. As this review went to
press, not only were there no North Atlantic hurricane-
related energy losses in 2006, there was also very little
evidence of any other losses that would in any way
seriously impact market conditions.

Introduction
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Only Hurricane Alberto threatened 
the Gulf of Mexico in 2006 – and
produced no discernable damage 
to energy facilities.

pçìêÅÉW råáëóë



Despite some recent loss activity in the downstream
sector, the market finds itself in a similar situation to
2002, when the turmoil caused by the P36 platform
sinking, the series of US refinery explosions and the
events of September 11 were followed by one of the
most benign energy loss years on record.

So in this edition of the Willis Energy Market Review,
we will be focussing not so much on natural
catastrophe losses, but on how the priorities of the
market – and its customer base – might be changing
given the very different trading atmosphere to that of
twelve months ago.

There can be little doubt that in 2007 energy insurers 
will be gearing up to take advantage of the current
positive market environment. From the supply side, we
can confidently predict that capacity levels and market
appetite for most lines of energy business will generally
be greater in 2007 than in 2006.

Introduction continued
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tçêäÇïáÇÉ=ÉåÉêÖó=äçëëÉë=NVVM=J=OMMS=~ÄçîÉ=rpAN=ãáääáçå=EìéëíêÉ~ãLÇçïåëíêÉ~ãF

The extraordinary record-breaking loss year of 2005 is likely to be followed by one of the best in recent times –
at a time when premium levels in the commercial market are at an all-time high.
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What risk managers really want…

But what of the demand side?  Can the market
continue to expect buyers to value their current
insurance products and services sufficiently to keep
their order books flowing in today’s conditions?

To find out more about how the energy industry’s
current view of the most significant risks that it faces,
we asked a panel of eight risk managers a series of
questions designed to capture their own views on their
organisation’s approach to risk management and how
they feel the commercial market fits into their thinking.

As usual, a round up of each market sector is also
provided, showing recent developments, recent
changes in rates, deductibles, coverage and capacity,
as well as changes in underwriter personnel and the
overall outlook for 2007.

We then focus on the recent developments at OIL, and
how the mutual is rising to the very serious challenges
posed by its 2005 underwriting losses.

We hope you enjoy this edition of the Willis Energy
Market Review and if you have any questions or queries
regarding its contents, please let us know.

pÉäÉÅíÉÇ==fåëìêÉê==ãçåíÜ=êÉëìäíëI OMMRJMS

EoÉFáåëìêÉê kÉí=fåÅçãÉLmêçÑáí kÉí=fåÅçãÉLmêçÑáí
Nëí=V=ãçåíÜë=OMMS= Nëí=V=jçåíÜë=OMMR=

EAãF G EAãF G
Ace 1,600 792
Allianz 8,696 6,034 
AWAC 315 - 148
AIG 10,600 10,003
Axis 645 - 143
Berkshire Hathaway 7,430 3,400
Endurance 299 - 171
Everest Re 635 - 57
IPC 287 - 549

Liberty Mutual 1,170 773 

Munich Re 3,670** 1,780**

Platinum 244 - 35

SCOR 199** 106**

W. R. Berkley Corp. 502 378

White Mountains 377 80

XL 1,280 - 440

*All figures rounded to nearest US$m
**Euro/Dollar ROE EUR1 = US$1.28166

pçìêÅÉëW `çãé~åó=tÉÄëáíÉë

tÜ~í=~=ÇáÑÑÉêÉåÅÉ=~=óÉ~ê=ã~âÉë>
With the exception of AIG, all the insurers listed above
have announced significantly enhanced figures for the
first nine months of 2006, and several have turned last
year’s deficits into substantial profits. We expect an 
even greater disparity in Lloyd’s syndicate results when
they are published, as Lloyd’s energy portfolio has a
pronounced upstream bias.
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It should be pointed out that generally these companies
represent the more sophisticated end of the risk
management spectrum, and so we do not claim that
their answers will be relevant to all buyers of energy
insurance. However, they do perhaps provide some
insight into some of the major factors shaping the
decisions of senior people responsible for risk within 
the industry.

Willis Energy would like to take this opportunity to
thank the respondents for taking part in the survey.

Respondent Companies

• BP
• BG
• Chevron
• Borealis
• Shell
• Petroplus
• Hess Corp.
• MOL

Question 1 – Changing Priorities
(see chart below)

The panel responses show that the risk management
priorities of the respondents have changed, and in 
the majority of cases significantly.

• The Chief Financial Officer is now playing a
dramatically more important role in risk
management decisions than in the past, which
shows how the traditional risk management role
has evolved into a process which is now generally
regarded as a vital part of an organisation’s overall
management philosophy.

• The respondents also cited a more holistic approach
to risk management. The risk management function
is now increasingly seen as the responsibility of the
entire organisation as well as being an integral part
of its culture – one respondent indicated that the
new culture is now officially embedded in the
company’s five year business plan.

• Risk Managers are increasingly liaising with HSE
departments. There is generally a much greater
awareness of health and safety within energy
companies- employees are encouraged to take

Changing Priorities in Energy Industry Risk Management
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During the autumn of 2006, Willis Energy
invited eight senior risk managers from some
of the most reputable organisations in the
energy industry to respond to a series of
questions. These were designed to show the
respondents’ current attitude towards risk
and their specific risk management concerns,
as well as the role of both the commercial
insurance market and insurance brokers in
their thinking. The results obtained from the
respondents are summarised below.

qç=ïÜ~í=ÉñíÉåí=Ü~ë=óçìê=çêÖ~åáë~íáçåÛë=êáëâ
ã~å~ÖÉãÉåí=éêáçêáíáÉë=ÅÜ~åÖÉÇ=ÇìêáåÖ=íÜÉ=
ÅçìêëÉ=çÑ=íÜÉ=ä~ëí=ÑáîÉ=óÉ~êë\

1 = Not at all
2 = A little
3 = Quite a lot
4 = Significantly
5 = Comprehensively

`çãé~åó=oÉëéçåëÉ



personal responsibility for preventing accidents and
swiftly shutting down operations where faults have
developed. Furthermore, increased liaison and
convergence with HSE departments has allowed
more accurate risk assessments to be established.

• Respondents now have a greater involvement
earlier in the life of major projects, and closer
involvement with the company’s legal and
commercial departments.

• Amongst the larger energy companies, there is an
increased focus on the development of self-insured
retentions and the use of captive insurance companies.

• There is also no doubt that changes in the
regulatory environment have had a profound effect
on risk management strategies, with corresponding
increase in focus on risk reduction techniques and a
greater awareness of the increased burden of
modern day insurance requirements.

• For some companies, Business Interruption has
become more of an issue as refining margins increase.

There would therefore appear to have been a shift in
energy industry risk managers’ focus away from the
purchase of insurance and towards additional (or indeed
alternative) techniques to address these new priorities.

Question 2 – The Most Pressing Risk
Management Concerns

tÜ~í=ïçìäÇ=óçì=åçï=íÜÉêÉÑçêÉ=ÅçåëáÇÉê=íç=ÄÉ
óçìê=ãçëí=éêÉëëáåÖ=êáëâ=ã~å~ÖÉãÉåí=ÅçåÅÉêåë\
mäÉ~ëÉ=ê~åâ=áå=çêÇÉê=Ñêçã=NJNMI ïÜÉêÉ=N=áë=íÜÉ
ÜáÖÜÉëí=~åÇ=NM=áë=íÜÉ=äçïÉëí=ÅçåÅÉêåK

oáëâ ^îÉê~ÖÉ=ê~åâ=Eçìí=çÑ=NMF
Damage to brand/reputation 2.620
Environmental risks 4.000
Regulation/the legal environment 5.125
Business interruption 5.250
Explosion/fire 5.450
Terrorism/political risks 5.550
Executive risks/corporate responsibilities 5.750
Commodity price volatility 6.000
Natural catastrophes 6.620
E-risks, computer shut-downs etc. 8.870

Although some clear trends emerged from the responses
to this question, the answers varied considerably
between each respondent, with one ranking seven of
these concerns as being equally important.

• Damage to brand or reputation clearly emerged as 
the most pressing risk management concern. For one
respondent, a press release following hurricane Katrina
stating that his company was adequately insured for
sustained losses helped prevent serious questions
being asked about the company’s solvency. For
another, the possibility of an environmental disaster
with myriad third party claims – on the scale of another
Chernobyl or Bhopal – was thought to have the most
impact on the company’s brand/reputation. Other
respondents stressed the significance of business risks
such as the failure to find oil in productive areas and
the disruption of the integrated gas chain.

• Business interruption was the most pressing concern
for respondents from the independent refining
sector, citing the recent rise in refinery margins.

• However, concerns such as executive risk, commodity
price volatility and e-risks, were generally placed
further down the order than traditional exposures
such as business interruption, explosion/fire and
terrorism. One respondent said that his organisation
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did not have any specific external protection against
commodity price volatility.

• Another stressed that, rather than any of the
concerns listed above, the major strategic risk faced
by companies such as his own was their aggressive
growth strategy, with the risk of companies that did
not match growth expectations in the current
margin climate being acquired by those that did.

Question 3 – Addressing Major Risk Concerns

^í=íÜÉ=ãçãÉåíI Üçï=ÉÑÑÉÅíáîÉäó=Çç=íÜÉ=ÑçääçïáåÖ
ÉåíáíáÉë=~ÇÇêÉëë=óçìê=ã~àçê=êáëâ=ÅçåÅÉêåë\
EéäÉ~ëÉ=ã~êâ=çå=~=ëÅ~äÉ=çÑ=NJNMI ïÜÉêÉÄó=NZîÉêó
áåÉÑÑÉÅíáîÉ=~åÇ=NM=îÉêó=ÉÑÑÉÅíáîÉFK

pÉäÑJáåëìê~åÅÉI Å~éíáîÉë=~åÇ=ãìíì~äë
• Respondents from most of the larger energy

companies stated that self insurance is now their
primary weapon in managing the physical asset risk,
and levels are generally significantly higher than in
the past. Most only used the insurance market where
they had to, and that more competitive market terms
would not necessarily mean that more insurance
would be purchased. Others agreed that use of self-
insurance would increase in line with commodity
pricing and growth in production capacities.

• Whilst some respondents used their captives
extensively, others did so only when there was a
genuine business case to do so, although most
agreed that there was a definite need to use their
captive more innovatively.

• Recognising the value of the mutual principle,
respondents from existing OIL members generally
continued to give their backing to the organisation.
For those with non-US Gulf exposures, it was crucial
that OIL should vote to “ring fence” Atlantic Named
Windstorm perils at its AGM in March 2007.

• One respondent described the events of 2004-05
as an aberration for OIL that was extremely unlikely
to reoccur, whilst another suggested that the only
significant benefit of OIL membership was the
additional risk transfer capacity that it generated.

`çããÉêÅá~ä=fåëìê~åÅÉ=j~êâÉí
• There were some positive endorsements of the

commercial insurance market from the respondents,
perhaps surprisingly so. One participant noted that
the market is now more in tune with his company’s
requirements than in decades, making the effort to
listen and offer a more commercial attitude than in
the past. Others noted that the market had a crucial

Changing Priorities in Energy Industry Risk Management continued
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^îÉê~ÖÉ=ê~åâ=çìí=çÑ=NM

By a small margin, the commercial insurance market just emerged as the entity that most
effectively addressed respondents’ risk management concerns. Perhaps it was not so surprising
that self-insured retentions, captives and mutuals were seen as almost equally effective tools in
managing risk as the insurance market, although alternative risk transfer products proved
distinctly less popular with the respondents.



role to play in providing construction all risks
insurance for the multitude of new projects planned
for the next ten years. Even those respondents that
used the commercial market the least did appreciate
its value, especially where required to purchase
cover by local legislation.

• However, some simply didn’t consider commercial
market products value for money. In particular, several
respondents raised the issue of the value provided by
current business interruption products, whilst stressing
the need for more capacity in this area.

• Others asked for a greater recognition of energy
customer needs, with closer contact to deliver bespoke
products rather than the “off the shelf” products of
today. One respondent from a major energy company
suggested that they would consider it significant if the
convergence between the commercial insurance
market and the capital markets continued.

• Respondents’ “wish list” from the commercial market
also included: more recognition for the steps
companies are taking to mitigate risk; multi-year
policies with fewer reputiation clauses; less ambiguous
wordings; much quicker responses to requests; more
responsive and professional claims “behaviour”; and
more transparency on pricing models.

^oq=j~êâÉíë
• Respondents suggested that a “second generation”

of ART products that properly complied with modern
accounting regulations are now needed by the
industry. In the words of one respondent, “ART is
always out there, but to date no one has really
grabbed the issue”.

• Notwithstanding this, several respondents suggested
that the only practical risk transfer solution for some

of their more crucial risks will eventually come from
the alternative market rather than insurance. One
respondent believed that new products, which were
now much more user-friendly and more commercially
priced, may be on the horizon. Several regard these
products as crucial in offsetting the dominance of a
select group of leaders from the insurance market.

• The majority stressed that they would be prepared
to consider ART products if available, but in the
past they had proved to be significantly too
expensive to seriously consider as an alternative to
the commercial market.

• Several suggested that simply buying alternative
risk products developed by and supplied through
major insurance companies would not be sufficient
to address the difficulty, and called on the broking
community to help develop products that truly met
their own individual requirements.

`çåÅäìëáçå=– ~=ÅÜ~ääÉåÖÉ=íç=íÜÉ=ã~êâÉí\
The respondents were keen to point out how their risk
management priorities had changed during the course 
of the last few years. However, it seems that the
insurance market community has some way to go before
providing risk transfer solutions that adequately address
these priorities. The respondents’ answers to our
questions show that the insurance market is still needed
and valued to a degree by most energy companies, but
their changing risk management priorities suggest that
its overall significance within the entire spectrum of their
risk environment is becoming increasingly limited. Put
simply, buyers want more cover that responds effectively
to the risks that they are now facing. Perhaps it is up to
all of us within the insurance community, brokers and
insurers alike, to provide fresh products and services to
buyers before the drift away from traditional risk transfer
becomes ever more commonplace.
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From the ridiculous to the sublime…

It seems such a short time ago that we were expecting
to write in gloomy terms of the continued difficulties of
the upstream sector. Now that we can safely mark the
passing of a thoroughly benign hurricane season, for
once we are perhaps somewhat surprised to report a
virtual inversion of the underwriting result for last year.
Losses for 2006 have been unusually infrequent and
modest by any historical standard, let alone in 

comparison to the two disastrous years that have
preceded it, and it would certainly have been a brave
upstream underwriter who would have forecast such a
scenario back in June. It is still very early days for the
2006 year, and there will inevitably be some further
deterioration in the Lloyd’s incurred ratios as reflected 
in the charts below, but the picture to date looks
encouraging for the market.

Upstream Property
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réëíêÉ~ã=äçëëÉë=ÉñÅÉëë=rpANM=ãáääáçå=íç=Ç~íÉI OMMS

qóéÉ `~ìëÉ `çìåíêó maLif^_ lbb _f qçí~ä
^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA

Platform Design/workmanship Norway 58,677,115 58,677,115
Well Blowout USA 51,000,000 51,000,000
FPSO Windstorm Hong Kong 45,000,000 45,000,000
Well Blowout USA 43,000,000 43,000,000
Pipeline [unknown] Canada 26,330,000 26,330,000
Well Blowout Indonesia 25,000,000 25,000,000
Platform Design/workmanship Norway 18,468,000 3,507,562 21,975,562
Well Blowout USA 20,000,000 20,000,000
Well Blowout USA 20,000,000 20,000,000
Rig Windstorm China 17,000,000 17,000,000
Rig Fire/lightning/explosion USA 15,000,000 15,000,000
Pipeline Design/workmanship Norway 14,748,800 14,748,800
Pipeline Pipelaying/trenching Angola 12,500,000 12,500,000
Well Blowout USA 12,250,000 12,250,000
Well Blowout USA 12,000,000 12,000,000
Pipeline Pipelaying/trenching Ghana 10,500,000 10,500,000

pçìêÅÉ=Ó=táääáë=båÉêÖó=içëë=a~í~Ä~ëÉ=

So far during 2006, only five upstream losses in excess of US$25 million have been reported to the Willis Energy Loss
Database. However, we are aware that recent typhoons may have affected some installations in the South China Sea.
We have also noted the recent sinking of the heavy lift vessel jáÖÜíó=pÉêî~åí=fffK Although not strictly speaking an
energy loss (the drilling rig that the vessel was carrying had been offloaded prior to the sinking) we understand that
this loss may result in a claim of approximately US$100 million to the marine market.
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It is still early days, but Lloyd’s upstream insurers may be looking at a bumper year  in 2006.

Leaving aside the hurricane losses of 2005, Control of Well has generally been a profitable sector
for Lloyd’s insurers in recent years.



For some upstream underwriters, one could almost
describe it as too good a year. So spectacular have 
been the results that pressure will almost certainly be
brought to bear to maintain this year’s profitability at
all costs by defending existing portfolios.

Throwing it all away?

No wonder the message from leading upstream
insurers has amounted to a predictable series of clichés
such as “one swallow doesn’t make a summer” and
“don’t count your chickens before they’re hatched”,
followed by the inevitable quoting of military
manoeuvres such as “holding the line” and
“maintaining ranks”.

So will market discipline hold?  This will largely depend
on whether the upstream programme in question
threatens the capacity currently available.

The 2007 capacity crunch – it’s not just
Hibernia…

For the first time in many years, there is certainly a
possibility that total upstream capacity may be
insufficient for some risks in 2007. In 2006, realistic
commercial insurance market capacity was still little
more than US$2 billion at best for operating risks, and
considerably less than this figure for construction risks,
due mainly to problems securing commitments from
insurers for periods in excess of 12 months. Whereas
once it was really only the Hibernia platform offshore
Newfoundland that could be truly termed a capacity
risk, now there are several giant FPSOs, currently either
under construction or just becoming operational, whose
values are certainly approaching this figure. While the
upstream market has been augmented by the arrival of

CV Starr, Novae and Argenta, we believe that this will
not be sufficient  to avoid the potential lack of capacity.

So although overall stated upstream capacity for 2007
may be up a little from 2006, we do not believe it will 
be enough to provide sufficient cover for some of the
exposures that we have mentioned.

It will therefore be interesting to observe how buyers 
and their brokers will respond to this potential difficulty.
No doubt various strategies will be used to ensure that
available capacity is maximised to allow full value
policies to be issued for these exposures, but such a
scenario hardly points to a softening market.

Stepping up to the plate?

Furthermore, the global panel of insurers willing to lead
this class remains as limited as ever. Whilst we do not
believe that the recent merger of Catlin and Wellington
will result in any meaningful loss of underwriting
capacity, this development does serve to restrict the
pool of available leaders still further.

One of the market’s most besetting difficulties recently
has been the lack of availability of qualified staff to 
act as deputies. Whatever the reason for the disparity
between supply and demand for key energy
underwriting personnel, perhaps this factor alone will
cause insurers to think twice before offering more
competitive terms than the existing leadership. There
can be no doubt that no one will feel comfortable
about leading off a highly competitively-priced
programme only to find that the terms offered fail 
to find any support within the following market.

Upstream Property continued
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Finally – some good news for buyers

Despite all these factors however, we do believe the
market for the majority of programmes that do not test
the capacity of the market in this way will indeed soften
during 2007, and that this softening will even apply to
the market for Gulf of Mexico windstorm cover, where
capacity remains extremely limited and dependent on
developments in the reinsurance market.

Perhaps the best way to explain our rationale for this
assertion is to remind the reader of the somewhat
chaotic atmosphere surrounding the 1st July 2006
renewal season. Generally speaking, fears of another
horrendous windstorm season tended to prompt buyers
with Gulf of Mexico exposures to renew their
programmes before the onset of the season, on the
understandable basis that the limited amount of
capacity available would dwindle to virtually nothing 
by the start of the season. The renewal season for 
such programmes was therefore artificially constricted
into a short period from May to July this year, with 
a minimum rate on line being quickly formed and
adhered to by the market.

Buyers were therefore faced with a simple dilemma: to
buy or not to buy?  One or two buyers took the risk 
and elected not to purchase this cover, but many more
decided that they had no choice but to pay up.

A year’s reflection

But in 2007, demand for Gulf of Mexico windstorm
cover cannot be taken for granted by the market. By the
time these programmes come up for renewal in 2007,
these buyers will have had time to reflect on the value
for money offered by their current purchase, and to
convince their management of the merits of adopting

alternative strategies, including greater use of captives
and self-insured retentions. This time round, buyers will
have had the time to prepare analysts, shareholders,
banks and senior management of any alternative
strategies, and the market will not necessarily have it 
all their own way.

Simple economics therefore suggests that the price
must fall if demand does indeed reduce. We therefore
believe that as 2007 progresses, pressure to reduce
reinsurance pricing will be brought to bear by a direct
market keen to maximise revenues from this sector 
but which is mindful of its own reinsurance costs.

Reductions by re-design?

How will such a softening manifest itself for this
sector?  We are not suggesting that like-for-like
premium reductions will generally be offered, but
increased policy limits may well be available for the
same price. Furthermore, buyer pressure will force
brokers to re-market and re-layer their programmes 
in a more innovative way, allowing savings to be
achieved without existing leaders losing the fig leaf 
of not granting a like-for-like reduction in rates.

Now let’s take the International portfolio. There is no
doubt that the existing panel of upstream leaders 
have long memories. We have already mentioned their
determination to maintain the current market status
quo, and it is certainly possible that commitments not
to offer reductions under any circumstances (which
were offered to underwriting managers and capacity
providers earlier in 2006) might indeed act as a brake
on the softening process.
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Freedom from reinsurance restraints?

However, the market appetite for the non-US portfolio has,
if anything, become even more pronounced than earlier in
the year.We therefore expect a general softening of this
class, which will be fuelled by the following factors:

• An acceptance by insurers of freshly restructured
programmes, designed by brokers to achieve more
competitive overall terms for their clients, rather
than lose the business altogether;

• Having generally purchased less reinsurance this
year, upstream insurers are not so tightly controlled
by their reinsurance premium commitments;

• The recent withdrawal of nine members of OIL,
whilst testing available commercial market capacity,
will inevitably provide fresh premium income
opportunities for insurers not restricted by existing
programme participations.

However, we do not expect a softening for programmes
with significant loss frequency or extreme capacity draws.

Coverage

Turning to the nature of the cover provided by the
market, there is little to report by way of new product
development. The new Loss of Production Income (LOPI)
policy wording produced by the market following
Hurricane Ivan is now evolving, although it has not yet
been tested by any serious losses. Unsurprisingly, brokers
are already working on variations of this policy form in
order to secure a more workable, customised product
that truly reflects individual client requirements. There is
also room for manoeuvre for both physical damage and
liability coverage for construction risks.

In the meantime, sub-limits for Redrill and Making Wells
Safe cover remain popular with the market (usually in 
the region of US$50 million) and insurer demands for
higher deductibles remain as strident as ever, in spite of
the potential for softening rates. In view of escalating
values relating to well AFEs, contractor day rates and raw
materials such as steel during the course of 2006, these
continuing demands are perhaps only to be expected.

The contractor book

The drilling contractor account, for so long a major
concern for upstream insurers, is beginning to recover
from the 2005 hurricanes. To date, only two drilling 
rig losses have been recorded by the Willis Energy 
Loss database in 2006. At present, we are seeing
several programmes being extended past the end of 
the 2006 hurricane season as underwriters fight to
defend their established positions. One consequence 
of this that the market may well extend some expiring
programmes at less than pro-rata, and it is also already
possible to negotiate individual unit Lay-Up Returns
whilst Cancelling Returns Only rates continue to apply
to the remainder of the drilling fleet.

Construction – a question of policy period

We mentioned earlier than the largest offshore units 
are now challenging the capacity of the market. This 
is especially a concern relating to the Construction 
All Risks sector, as cover offered for periods in excess 
of 12 months remains a constraint on capacity.However,
this sector has experienced a more impressive loss 
ratio of late than its reputation would suggest, and
more insurers are beginning to commit to this class.
In particular, the merger of Catlin and Wellington 
could well restrict available leadership and there may

Upstream Property continued
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now be an opportunity for new leaders to emerge 
for this class.

Nevertheless, the market remains generally wary of
larger projects, specific natural catastrophe locations
and “at the edge” technology. Accessing capacity on 
a stage-by-stage basis, as required in line with project
value build-ups, is therefore an essential part of
brokers’ marketing strategies in this line of business.
Unlike the remainder of the upstream portfolio, rates
are therefore expected to be broadly flat for this sector
during 2007.

The ball’s back in the broker’s court…

So perhaps the major challenge for brokers as we 
move into 2007 is this: whilst more advantageous
terms might be negotiated next year for buyers whose
programmes do not threaten the capacity of the market
(depending on risk profile and loss record), how is
sufficient capacity going to be secured for those that
do, at terms that remain acceptable to the buyer? This
challenge will certainly continue to test the ingenuity 
of the broking sector in the months ahead.
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Divergence continues…

The divergence of the markets for downstream energy has
continued during the second half of 2006, as the majority
of insurers around the world continue to focus on their
own geographical comfort zones rather than to establish 
a truly global downstream portfolio from a single 

underwriting location. Not only has the split between US 
and non-US business continued to widen, but so has the
division between natural catastrophe exposed and non-
natural catastrophe exposed programmes.

Downstream Property
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Whilst the 2005 Lloyd’s incurred ratio for upstream property currently stands at 350%, the corresponding
figure for downstream property is considerably lower at 190% 



Have we been here before?

As 2007 approaches there is a certain degree of déjà
vu when reviewing the downstream market. Once
again we find ourselves looking at a market that is still
re-grouping after major property losses. Once again we
are seeing new entrants to the market, perhaps keen to
take advantage of the damage sustained by existing
insurers. Once again we are witnesses to a market that
is seeking to defend current pricing levels, which to
some extent have been raised to unrealistically high
levels by fears of further losses of a similar nature.

In the world of insurance, what goes around comes
around and there can be little doubt that the cyclical
nature of the business will never be entirely flattened out.

oÉÅÉåí=ÇçïåëíêÉ~ã=ìåÇÉêïêáíÉê=~ééçáåíãÉåíë

John Bryce Brit

Colm Kelly (pending) Infrassure

Mike Garrison Starr Tech

Peter Godfrey Allianz

Marie Fayet SCOR

Laurent Hoquet (pending) AIG

Andrew Raven Starr Tech

Russell Sims Zurich

David Stewart Starr Tech

Legacy v. non-legacy – again?

However, there is an important difference between
market conditions today and those of four years ago,
which was the last time that major property losses 
(9/11 and a series of refinery explosions) had such an
effect on the downstream market environment. The new
markets that provided fresh capacity in 2002 have now
had their baptism of fire thanks to the 2005 hurricane
season, and can now be said to form part of the legacy
market – although the long-standing problems
associated with those insurers who were writing this
portfolio before 2002 continue to persist.
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qóéÉ `~ìëÉ içÅ~íáçå maLif^_ _f qçí~ä
^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA

Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Texas 110,000,000 310,000,000 420,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Oklahoma 11,000,000 41,000,000 52,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Virginia 20,000,000 6,000,000 26,000,000
Plant Mechanical failure Pennsylvania 14,000,000 14,000,000
Plant Heavy weather New Mexico 11,000,000 11,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Louisiana 10,000,000 10,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Texas 10,000,000 10,000,000

pçìêÅÉW táääáë=båÉêÖó=içëë=a~í~Ä~ëÉ



Too early for any real change….

As we explained in the previous edition of the Energy
Market Review, the 2005 US Gulf coast hurricane 
losses had considerably less impact on downstream
insurers than their upstream counterparts, and therefore
the opportunities to enter the downstream market after 
a major upswing in prices have not perhaps been quite
as enticing as they were in 2002. Furthermore, any new
capacity provided by the likes of Lancashire Re and 
Starr Tech has been offset to an extent by the absorption
of GE Frankona by Swiss Re and the withdrawal of
Commonwealth, although existing players are now
talking about increasing capacity for 2007.

So whilst we may see a fresh challenge to the existing
market from new players in 2007,based upon our market
analysis going forward we do not anticipate that this in
itself will lead to any dramatic market softening.
Furthermore, the two major losses sustained in 2006 as
per our chart above have also discouraged insurers to
radically alter their underwriting philosophies.

OIL – will the market really compete?

A recent example of the determination of the market for
US risks to maintain its current stance is the initial insurer
reaction to the recent withdrawal of nine members of
OIL. Our own market soundings indicate that existing
leaders for US business will not be offering their capacity
to these companies at similar terms and conditions to
OIL and will instead insist that cover will be offered at
the existing market rate, pointing out wryly that they can
hardly be expected to make an underwriting profit where
OIL had failed to do so. However, our own experience
has often been that, when push comes to shove, insurers
may prove more flexible than these somewhat bellicose
initial comments might suggest.

Signs of competition?

With overall capacity levels remaining relatively stable,
and the market fragmentation of earlier in the year
continuing, perhaps the biggest differentiator as we
move into 2007 is whether or not a given programme
requires the participation of the majority of the market
to enable it to be completed.

Realistically, although total US non-catastrophe market
capacity is at least US$1.7 billion (and official figures
suggest that this total may be even higher) any
programme with a policy limit in excess of US$750
million could be considered capacity-driven, as at this
level it would be difficult to generate sufficient
competition to significantly affect the programme’s
rating levels. Programmes reflecting significant business
interruption values and high EMLs can therefore expect
similar market conditions in 2007 as they experienced
in 2006.

That the catastrophe and US portfolios generally still
require as much of the current limited market capacity
as possible is unsurprising, and so we also foresee
similar capacity levels being available to buyers for
these categories during 2007.

US market developments

Notwithstanding this, there is certainly evidence that
the US market in particular may be looking to expand
their presence in the downstream market next year.

One of the most notable features of the US market has
been the emergence of Houston as an alternative
centre for US and associated catastrophe risks.
The local Houston market (as a practical matter the
Houston market also includes the Liberty International

Downstream Property continued
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underwriting office in Dallas) for downstream energy has
evolved dramatically over the past year.While the split
between Starr Tech and AIG may have acted as a catalyst,
the reality is that a number of US insurers were already in
the process of either relocating or adding underwriting
and engineering resources to their Houston operations.

In the past, the Houston downstream market played
more of a supporting role on large international risks,
and indeed on many of the larger US-domiciled risks,
preferring to take lead positions on smaller placements.
On those occasions where the Houston market was
actually offered lead lines, completion had not been
possible without significant influence from the
European, London and Bermuda markets.

This situation has changed with the emergence of
Houston as a market, not only for smaller risks that
require smaller limits but also as a lead market with
enough clout to set the terms for and complete more
sizeable placements - or at least be able to lead layers
of sizeable placements. We now count the following
insurers and potential capacity as being a part of the
Houston/Dallas downstream energy market:

fåëìêÉê `~é~Åáíó=ErpAF

AIG 150 million

Starr Tech 185 million

Liberty 75 million

Allianz 100 million

Arch 75 million

Zurich 100 million

Navigators 25 million

Markel 10 million

Ascot Abroad (complements London) 30 million

Tokio Marine 50 million

qçí~ä UMM=ãáääáçå=H

While many of these markets may be accessed via other
underwriting offices, the consolidation and geographic
relocation of so many US-based downstream energy
buyers to the Houston area has in turn led to a
consolidation of underwriting in this market, which 
gives every indication of continuing. Furthermore, the
emergence of this market has in some cases resulted in
significantly reduced orders to other traditional
marketing centres in London and Europe.

In light of all the factors described above, we believe
rates for this class will remain roughly static during
2007, with the potential for conditions to soften a little
should the current benign loss record continue.

Remember: by historical standards it’s still a
hard market …

Aside from the issue of pricing, we do not foresee any
other major developments in the US downstream
market during the months ahead. The market is
maintaining the fragile stability that has now held since
the beginning of the year, and it is worth remembering
that rates are still considerably higher than before 2002
and we certainly do not believe that the current market
is one that can be described as soft by historical
standards. Deductible levels remain stable, and the
extent of the cover provided across the US downstream
sector remains broadly the same as in 2005.

Nevertheless as we have already said, what goes
around comes around. The market remains fragile,
and we believe it would only take a couple more major
losses for insurers to seize the opportunity to try and
increase rates once more – as has happened in the past.
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An improved loss record

The chart above also shows that, to date, 2006 has
been kind to the non-US downstream sector, with
perhaps only the explosions in Lithuania and Sicily
representing serious market losses. Such an improved
loss record for this sector is largely put down by
insurers to the improved standards of risk engineering
and due diligence being developed by the market,
although perhaps other less kind observers would
simply put it down to pure chance. We therefore 
expect overall capacity and market appetite for the
international non-catastrophe portfolio to increase
significantly during 2007.

The gloves are off…

Significant competition, especially for programmes
featuring policy limits below US$1.1 billion, is 
therefore now being generated for programmes in this
sector from incumbent and new markets, as the
pressure on income forces rate reductions for good
business. The rating levels for this area of the portfolio
have essentially been maintained at an artificially high
level since the 2005 hurricanes, and now that the 
2006 season has passed without incident, and the low
incidence of man-made losses has been maintained,
any artificial restraints on competition for this business
have certainly been lifted.

Downstream Property continued
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Non-US market
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qóéÉ `~ìëÉ içÅ~íáçå `çìåíêó maLif^_ _f qçí~ä
^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA ^Åíì~ä=rpA

Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Mazeikiu Lithuania 75,000,000 75,000,000 150,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Sicily Italy 40,042,000 65,029,000 133,720,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Las Piedras Venezuela 55,000,000 55,000,000
Plant Landslide Quebrada Los Bolivia 28,000,000 28,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Johor Port Malaysia 25,000,000 25,000,000
Plant Heavy weather Balezand Netherlands 17,766,000 17,766,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Ontario Canada 17,019,000 17,019,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Queensland Australia 14,000,000 14,000,000
Plant Fire/lightning/explosion Vienna Austria 12,440,000 12,440,000

pçìêÅÉW táääáë=båÉêÖó=içëë=a~í~Ä~ëÉ



Fresh leadership?

The international non-catastrophe market capacity is
approximately US$2.3 billion, which we expect to
increase to approximately US$2.6 billion in 2007. Armed
with US$100 million of fresh capacity, new player Starr
Tech is almost certain to make a significant impact and
will want to lead business, whilst the arrival of Peter
Godfrey at the Allianz suggests an enhanced market
profile for this composite. We also expect traditional
markets such as Liberty Mutual and Zurich to assert the
leadership credentials once more, whilst capacity from
regional markets such as If…, Africa Re and Alba is also
now adding to the competitive atmosphere.

2007 – Time to compete...

So in order to defend their existing market share for
this sector, there is no question that existing leaders are
now going to have to change their priorities and begin
to compete seriously for the premium dollars available.
Already we are seeing signs that some insurers are
happy to quote improved terms for both programmes
which they currently do not subscribe to and indeed
existing business.

Should the current favourable loss record be maintained,
we believe that the market can only soften further in the
months ahead.
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bñéçëìêÉ `~é~Åáíó=E~ééêçñKF j~êâÉí=ÅçåÇáíáçåë
rp=å~íìê~ä=Å~í~ëíêçéÜÉ

- Gulf Wind US$500 million Flat to modest rises

- California Earthquake US$100 million Flat to modest rises

rp=åçåJå~íìê~ä=Å~í~ëíêçéÜÉ US$2,100 million Slight softening

fåíÉêå~íáçå~ä=å~íìê~ä=Å~í~ëíêçéÜÉ
- China US$1,000 million Flat
- Indonesia US$1,000 million Flat
- Northern Middle East US$1,000 million Flat

fåíÉêå~íáçå~ä=åçåJå~íìê~ä=Å~í~ëíêçéÜÉ US$2,600 million Significant softening



Rolling gently down the track….

Hurricane Katrina and her siblings are but a distant
memory in the liability market. When reviewing the
impact of the 2005 losses earlier this year, we noted
little impact, even indirectly on liability rates or capacity.
Nothing has happened in the intervening period to
cause us to take a different view; indeed, if the liability
market was a railcar we would describe it as currently
rolling gently downhill in terms of premium rating. The
question is: will it continue to be a controlled descent,
or will it pick up speed in 2007? 

A dash for revenue?

In our earlier market review this year, we also
commented on the apparent disconnection between
the actions of front line underwriters and insurance
company senior management. Calls for management of
the underwriting cycle and the need to reflect higher
reinsurance costs in rating appeared to be going
unheeded. We now wonder whether in some sectors of
the market, management and the shop floor have
aligned their objectives in a dash for revenue. Clearly
this can be good news for clients, particularly as hard
market over-pricing unwinds. However, no one in the
longer term benefits from extreme volatility in cost and
the ensuing insolvencies amongst the weakest as a soft
market overshoots.

In this edition, we will explore the reasons for the
continued softening and try to draw some conclusions
about developments over the next year or so.

There are certainly some changing priorities amongst
buyers and sellers of liability insurance. As the market
turns its attention away from pricing and capacity
availability as the most difficult issue facing insurers, so

risk managers are now turning their attention to other
key concerns in relation to liability programmes. We will
review some of these, including the perennial question
of: “how much limit is enough?”

Liability market conditions

The steady decline in rates for liability capacity has
continued through 2006. For general industrial risks,
rate cuts have been very significant, depending to an
extent on sector and territory, with aggressive
competition for good risks. The fall has been less
marked in the energy and utility sectors, but this sector
is still characterised by average rate reductions of up to
and in excess of 10%, which follows the slightly lower
rate reductions in 2005. So over the last two years, an
average programme may have benefited by a total fall
in premium exceeding 15%. In some cases, it has been
possible to achieve greater savings whilst maintaining
or improving cover.

Quality information remains the key

The key for buyers achieving such positive results is
being able to demonstrate a good quality risk and a
willingness to invest the time to work with their broker
to position their risk profile effectively in the market. In
this respect underwriting discipline is being maintained,
and insurers are continuing to provide the best terms
for the best-presented programmes with good quality,
up to date information.

Regional variation remains an important issue. In
certain territories such as Australia, an oversupply of
local capacity has fuelled local competition, leading to
significantly higher than average rate reductions.

Liability
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US market developments

Conversely, reports are coming in of some large capacity
accounts, particularly in the US, receiving smaller price
increases. While in the US this more readily applies to
large capacity accounts, for all energy buyers it is also a
sign of the lack of lead excess layer competition and
dominant limit-stagnant capacity. The maturity of the
market has many carriers attaching at a comfort point
within buyers programs, not willing to compete or move.

We have followed this phenomenon with some interest
over the past several years, and believe that for capacity
buyers, it will take a dynamic change in programs, the
introduction of new and significantly large capacity, or 
an industry specific event to shake things up (the
industry event, of course, may well send things in a
contrary direction).

We could also see renewal rises prompted by a decline
in excess capacity following the downgrading of OCIL
and the loss of Gerling, who have pulled out of the US
energy liability market. This clearly runs against the
softening trend described above and it remains to be
seen whether this experience generally develops
further, turns out to be a minor “blip” which is limited
to some “capacity” accounts and those with significant
US exposures, or also becomes a factor for non-US
buyers with big limits.

No moves on coverage

A softening market is also not always evident when it
comes to coverage conditions. There is still close
scrutiny of wordings, and exclusions are not removed
easily. Failure to supply and EMF cover are examples of
areas where capacity remains relatively tight.

As we move into 2007, we expect little change and
indeed the signs indicate that the current softening will
continue. Whilst insurers remain well capitalised and
there are few major losses, there is no pressure for
change. Whether this softening is at a measured pace,
or whether “the brake comes off the railcar” and the
momentum accelerates, remains to be seen. This may
not necessarily apply to capacity buyers.

History has shown that, due to its long tail nature, the
liability market remains less volatile than the property
market. So our expectations are that this softening will
remain controlled, certainly for the energy sector.

However, beyond 2008, if current trends continue, we
may see a situation where rates have dropped to the
point that attritional losses will produce overall
underwriting deficits, which will then be the point at
which insurers will call a halt to the rate slide.

Market capacity

Our latest chart, updated since the last edition of this
Review, shows that capacity continues to flow into 
the liability market. For most industry sectors, more
than enough capacity is now available to achieve
required limits.

We noted the increase in Zurich capacity to US$75
million in our last edition. AIG have recently announced
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that they will be able to offer an additional 
US$50 million from the end of the year on some risks,
effectively doubling their existing capacity.

The total additional capacity is relatively small when set
against total theoretical market capacity.What is
important to note and address head on is this theoretical
capacity versus realistic or practical capacity.While the
general worldwide capacity may hover near US$2 billion,
energy insurance buyers are hard pressed to find more
than US$1-1.2 billion. It is here we see constraints in
overall capacity, pricing, and reinsurance capacity and
conditions. The practical limits available for US energy
risks, or those with extensive US exposure, particularly
refining and petrochemicals are lower, in the region of
US$800 million to US$1,000 million. In the current market
conditions, even relatively modest capacity increases can
produce real competition. Most companies are buying less
than the maximum capacity available, which naturally
increases the competitive pressure that can be applied.

In planning a placement, market conditions allow
clients to pursue their own objectives freely at the
expense of insurers. These objectives can include:

• Economic purchase of higher limits

• Reduction of dependence on Occurrence Reported
capacity, if this reflects the buyer’s philosophy - this
may not be an option for the largest energy buyers

• Improvements in cover, for example deletion of
terrorism exclusion

• Improvements in programme security by moving 
to higher rated carriers

• Multi-year programmes, although the market for
this is limited

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it…

In most cases, we do not advocate a complete break-up
of well-established programmes and relationships.
There is a trend towards short-term thinking in the
market, with even complex liability placements being
treated as a commodity to be traded on an annual
basis. This is particularly the case in the property
market, where capital influxes in Bermuda and
elsewhere reflect a desire to capitalise on the hard
market pricing. Some of this capital is volatile and will
disappear in a sustained soft market.

Instead, secure liability placements should be built
around a core of insurers with whom the insured has
built a long-term relationship. A cautious approach to
new capacity providers is sensible, particularly where
there are alternatives. However, judicious use of the
“spot” market can play an important role in introducing
competitive leverage and of course all long-term
relationships have to start somewhere.

If you fail to plan, you plan to fail…

Careful goal setting and planning of the placement
strategy is essential to capture the maximum benefits
from current market conditions whilst maintaining
valuable long-term relationships. The cheapest 
capacity could in the longer-term prove to be an
expensive choice.

Whilst we see no immediate prospect of reducing
capacity in the longer term, history tells us that the
business will become unprofitable and capacity will fall.
However, in our view this is at least two years away.

Liability continued
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US Primary Casualty*

Accounts with good loss records and strong financials
are being sought by underwriters. In addition to more
aggressive pricing for these risks, the market is again
offering  multi-year programs and more innovative
collateral programs. Based on market pricing and the
current interest rate environment, carriers are buying less
facultative reinsurance today. Unlike the retail insurance
market, the facultative market is not experiencing a soft
market, it though even with these conditions, carriers are
still buying facultative reinsurance for tougher risks.
Larger, more complex accounts with volatility may still
experience pricing increases in the flat to 10% range.
The main underwriting concerns continue to be:

• Employee concentration, especially in a large
metropolitan areas;

• Collateralization of expected losses within loss
sensitive programs;

• Maintaining suitable terms and conditions
pertinent to exposures;

• Adverse judicial developments.

*taken from Willis’ Marketplace Realities & Risk Management Solutions
2007 authored by Pamela Ferrandino – Casualty Practice Leader

Market news

• AIG London will now quote primary layers of excess
liabilities. As already stated they will also have an
additional US$50 million from the end of 2006.

• An additional $25 million capacity from Zurich
became available from mid 2006, giving this
insurer a total capacity of US $75 million in all.

• It has recently been announced that the rating of
OCIL has been reduced from A- to BBB+ by
Standard and Poor’s. The full implications of this
are not yet clear, but it is causing concern to a
number of liability clients. It is reported that a
number are not renewing or reducing capacity
purchased from this market and there appears to
be an impact on pricing for some US risks, as
described above. At the same time, OCIL confirmed
rumours that it is cutting capacity to US$100
million with the ability to soften the loss of limit by
providing certain of its members with US$125
million for one renewal.

• CV Starr is currently setting up a liability operation
in London with excess liability capacity expected to
be available soon. In the US, CV Starr has come
forward with limited capacity (currently US$10
million) with Everest National, a subsidiary of
Everest Re. Although CV Starr’s appetite for energy
business is not apparent, its staff are geared to
write tougher risks.

Limits of Indemnity

As we have outlined above, for most risks capacity is
readily available. A key question for all buyers is what
limit is enough. In the energy sector the catastrophe
exposure is often explosion. The events at Toulouse in
2002, Buncefield in the UK and the BP Texas plant
more recently are graphic illustrations of this.

There are two broad approaches to decision making in
deciding on limits, being benchmarking and risk profiling.
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This approach is probably the most common
methodology in assessing limit adequacy. Willis
maintains extensive benchmarking data in relation 
to energy and utility risks. This data, provided on an
anonymous basis, provides a useful decision support
tool. An example of a typical benchmark chart for a
petrochemical risk is shown here:

This allows buyers to consider their limit in relation to
those of their peer group.

Our database also clearly demonstrates an upward
trend in limits purchased over the past three years.
To some extent there is budget available as rates 
fall, allowing companies to move limits to an
appropriate level.

oáëâ=éêçÑáäáåÖ
Benchmarking is a valuable tool. However in our view it
can never be a substitute for a review of the individual
company’s potential exposure. The latest estimate for
the Toulouse explosion is that liability claims will
exceed EUR1.2 billion. Benchmarking would not at the
time have indicated that a limit of this level was
required; indeed we understand that little more than
EUR700 million of insurance capacity was placed.
Increasingly, insurance buyers are considering in more
detail the way in which their risk profile impacts their
catastrophe exposure.

An example of a simple methodology that can give a
valuable insight into exposure is a review of property
surveys. They will normally contain two key pieces of
information for a liability exposure point of view: an
assessment of the explosion EML and at least some
information on surrounding property. If the analysis
suggests that the explosion overpressure map extends
into third-party premises at high levels, then an
adequate limit might needed to reflect destruction of
the neighbouring plant and consequent business
interruption. This could be a very high figure which may
be largely independent of territory, at least as far as the
non-injury claims are concerned.

More complex risk mapping and evaluation processes
may be needed where data does not currently exist.
This may be more time-consuming and involve expense
but ultimately could help ensure that decisions are
based on a sound methodology that reflects the buyer’s
own risk exposure.

Liability continued
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^ÅÅçìåí páíì~íáçå ^Åíáîáíó qìêåçîÉê=ErpAF iáãáí=ErpAF
Insured 1 Worldwide Energy 8,600,000,000 640,000,000
Insured 2 Worldwide Energy 8,300,000,000 600,000,000
Insured 3 Europe Energy 17,800,000,000 515,000,000
Insured 4 South America Energy 50,000,000,000 350,000,000
Insured 5 South America Energy 6,200,000,000 250,000,000
Insured 6 Carribean Energy 3,500,000,000 125,000,000
Insured 7 Middle East Energy 3,600,000,000 100,000,000
Insured 8 Middle East Energy 2,100,000,000 100,000,000
Insured 9 South America Energy 1,500,000,000 100,000,000
Insured 10 Middle East Energy 600,000,000 100,000,000
Insured 11 C.I.S. Energy 1,500,000,000 75,000,000
Insured 12 Middle East Energy 870,000,000 50,000,000
Insured 13 South America Energy 70,000,000 50,000,000



Marine and energy
Searching for a miss factor…

Following the record hurricane season of 2005, the
reinsurance market has been forced to reconsider its
underwriting strategies. As we reported in the last
edition of the Energy Market Review, greater
transparency of underwriting information from clients
has been demanded by this market, as reinsurers have
begun to systematically split their portfolios by territory
or peril into mutually exclusive “columns” of cover, the
most obvious example being catastrophe-exposed
locations versus non catastrophe-exposed locations.

The rationale behind this new approach has been to
ensure that in future, should a major loss such as a
hurricane or earthquake materialise, it would not affect all
business written at the same time. This search for a “miss
factor” has been accompanied by increased pricing –
dramatically in the case of Gulf of Mexico windstorm – as
demands for quality reinsurance security have increased.

One trend that always applies to the reinsurance
market is that it tends to worry about yesterday’s
problems, rather than those of tomorrow. Reinsurers’
focus may be on Gulf of Mexico windstorm today, but
another act of terrorism, an explosion in the North Sea
or deterioration in the political situation in the Middle
East could change this focus within 24 hours.

Dealing with the hurricane legacy

In the meantime, the market is still in the process of
settling the backlog of claims emanating from the 2005
hurricane season. During the last renewal season these
losses were still forming part of the “outstanding” ledger;
now as they are paid, reinsurers’ reserves and cash
accounts are being tested as never before.As of

November 2006, it is estimated that less than 40% of
Katrina claims and 30% of Rita claims had been paid 
by the market.As the overall totals continue to mount,
there are rumours in the reinsurance market that another
US$1 billion of Katrina/Rita pipeline claims may have to
be added to the potential final bill for the 2005 hurricane
season. These numbers leave a huge amount to be found
and paid for by reinsurers over the coming months. The
most affected vehicles are likely to have some difficulty in
considering any relaxation in terms and conditions while
the bulk of the major losses remain unpaid.

As for the possibility of utilising the retrocessional
market to generate additional capacity, this remains
unlikely. Following the 2005 hurricanes, this market 
all but dried up and now remains extremely limited,
although there are now signs that it may begin to
reform at the beginning of 2007.

Signs of improvement as the Bermuda 
market stirs

However, despite the scarcity of adequate reinsurance
cover experienced by the direct market during 2005/06,
we do anticipate that more reinsurance capacity may
well be available during the course of the next year.
Allianz, Montpelier Re, Platinum Re (still operating 
in the US) and GE Insurance Solutions may have
withdrawn from the market, but the most significant
development of the last year has been the development
of the Bermuda market, and particularly the formation
of “Sidecar” reinsurance vehicles. (A sidecar is a
separately capitalised reinsurance vehicle that operates
alongside a parent company, accepting risk as a pre-
determined quota share of the parent company’s book
of business).

Reinsurance
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oÉáåëìêÉê `~éáí~äáò~íáçå=ErpAãF
Harbor Point Re 1,300 
Amlin Bermuda 1,000
Ariel Re 1,000
Arrow Capital Re 1,000 (est.)
CIG Re/New Castle Re 1,000 (combined)
Lancashire Insurance 1,000
Validus Re 1,000
Flagstone Re 530
Aeolus Re 500
Hiscox Bermuda 500

In the aftermath of Katrina and Rita, the deployment 
of these sidecars has been a significant development.
As temporary vehicles, they perhaps represent an
“elastoplast” solution to the current capacity
shortages. Capacity is provided for an initial 12 month
period, and if underwriting results are unfavourable
they can then simply return the money to the capital
provider. This is in contrast to more orthodox methods
of raising capital, whereby new companies are formed
or capital is added to an existing vehicle. Under these
arrangements, should poor underwriting losses
materialise, share prices would be directly affected 
and it would be too complicated to hand back capital
to the previous suppliers.

It is also possible that other forms of capital might 
be deployed in the reinsurance arena. In the past,
parametric solutions, designed by actuaries with 
security provided by the capital markets, have played 
a part in the reinsurance market. However, these
solutions have proved to be expensive and the “trigger”
to unlock the capital in the event of a loss has often
been too prescriptive to be truly beneficial to the direct
market. Along with the Bermudian sidecars they have
benefited from the hard market environment, but if 2007
also results in a catastrophe-free year, their lifespan is
likely to be limited as the commercial reinsurance market
begins to re-establish itself.

The hard work’s been done…

At the time of writing, no losses of any significance have
been reported during 2006. The prevailing feeling in the
market is that the re-underwriting and sanitising of direct
energy programmes has been both drastic and effective,
and that this new approach has made the task for
reinsurers much more manageable as the 2007 renewal
season approaches. The renewal criteria are likely to be

Reinsurance continued
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`çãé~åó mêáã~êó= fåáíá~ä= _ìëáåÉëë=ïêáííÉå
péçåëçê `~éáí~ä=ErpAãF=

Flatiron Re Ltd Arch Capital 800 Retro of Arch’s Property/Marine book
Cyrus Re Ltd XL Capital 525 Retro of XL Cat/retro book
Starbound Re RenRe 310 Retro of Property Cat FL book
Blue Ocean Re Ltd Montpelier Re 300 Retrocession
Petrel Re Validus 200 Retro of marine/offshore business
Bay Point Re Harbor Point 150 Retro of Property book
Helicon White Mountains 145 Retro of White Mountain XOL book
Sirocco Lancashire 95 Retro of Gulf of Mexico offshore book
Rockridge Re WECl/MRH 91 Retro of high layer, short tail book 
Mont Fort Re Flagstone Re 60
Tim Re RenRe 50 Retro of Cat xl’s from 1/6



as demanding as last year, but the exercise for 2007 is
covering a familiar territory, with transparency and
accurate RDSs maintained for this year.

So at the moment, provided there is no adverse claims
development between now and 1st January 2007, it is
likely that rates, retentions and available capacity will
remain generally unchanged. There may be some
restructuring of programmes to secure some saving to
the direct market, and it seems likely that whole
account reinsurers may be prepared to be a little more
flexible with regard to the provision of Gulf of Mexico
windstorm coverage. The Lloyd’s RDS path for Gulf of
Mexico hurricanes is unchanged for 2007, but the
recalibration of RMS06 (the model that is used to
evaluate return periods in the Gulf of Mexico) is
currently being reviewed. This may have an impact on
the analysis of exposure information.

A slight improvement on Gulf Wind

We therefore expect the largest reinsurance programmes
to have a maximum Gulf of Mexico aggregate of
approximately US$100 million, up slightly from the 2006
figure of US$80 million. However, some markets may
decide to take a more significant position of Gulf of
Mexico risks to make the most of the current favourable
underwriting climate.

A market in balance?

Therefore there might be potential for pricing levels to
dilute as we move into 2007. At the time of going to
press, the market is caught between the two
contrasting forces as shown in the chart below. Which
way will the market tilt during 2007? Perhaps it is still
too early to say with any true degree of certainty.
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• Loss-free year 2006
• Increased capacity
• Potential lack of demand at

2006 prices
•  Alternative Risk Transfer methods

• Katrina/Rita loss deteriorations
• Loyalty to quality markets
• Significant uncollected claims
•   Underwriter guidelines
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The reinsurance market hangs in the balance as various forces compete to increase or reduce available supply.



Onshore Reinsurance Market

Much of the dynamics that have affected the marine
and energy market have also affected the onshore
market. The provision of quality underwriting
information remains paramount. A small number of
downstream energy losses have been noted but have
yet to make any significant impact on market conditions.
New capacity may be introduced in 2007 as a new
venture headed by noted reinsurance underwriter
Andrew Elliott, the “Aspen Trio” and Aeolus Re may 
all take an interest in some energy programmes.

oÉÖáçå~ä=ëéäáíë
The territorial split between USA and the rest of the
world is becoming more pronounced, with worldwide
covers becoming increasingly difficult to place. In
general terms, the increased pricing that marked the 1st
January 2006 renewal season has been maintained or
even increased over the summer. As we approach 2007,
it would appear that European reinsurers in particular
are showing increased appetite for business, with
Bermuda able to offer capacity despite differentiating
more strongly between US and non-US business.

Rates for US catastrophe-exposed business increased
dramatically at 1st January 2006 and were further
increased later in the year. So far, there are no
indications to suggest that these increases will not be
maintained, as aggregation limits for this portfolio will
continue to be strictly adhered to.

However, for programmes that are not exposed to US
natural catastrophe risk there is now grounds for
suggesting that pricing will come under pressure next
year, as reinsurers seek to compensate for their
aggregate limitations in the catastrophe portfolio.

Reinsurance continued
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In a first for a Lloyd’s syndicate, Hiscox plc’s syndicate 33 has

finalised a sidecar deal. The syndicate has concluded a quota-

share reinsurance arrangement with Bermuda-based vehicle

Panther Re which will take a 40% share of the syndicate’s

property catastrophe reinsurance for the 2007 underwriting

year, and a similar share for 2008. Hiscox’s plan is to take

advantage of strong underwriting opportunities, particularly 

in US catastrophe reinsurance risks. Panther Re is financed 

by US$144 million equity and US$216 million in two term

loans. Lead equity investor in the vehicle is WL Ross & Co 

LLC-managed fund WLR Recovery Fund III.
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2006 has been a year of stability in the power utility
market after the upheavals caused by the US hurricanes
in 2005. For many insurers, perhaps the best thing that
could be said about 2005 is that it was hardly dull.
In contrast, 2006 has seen little in terms of excitement,
especially as this year’s US hurricane season has been
as quiet as 2005’s was turbulent.

One might even go so far as to describe the current utility
market as a little boring. In any event, 2006 has allowed
underwriters to catch their breath and take stock.

^ë=óçì=ïÉêÉÁ
As a result, utilities that are not exposed to catastrophe
events have generally seen flat rates this year, with rate
reductions being achieved in some cases. Deductibles
have also been generally flat. Catastrophe-exposed risks,
on the other hand, have seen price increases and
restrictions in cover, as insurers look for the best areas to
commit their capacity. Many insurers realised in 2005 that
their catastrophe modelling was flawed, and that they
might be over-exposed to certain catastrophe events, and
in this respect the experience of power utilities has been
no different to that of buyers in other industry sectors.

qÉÅÜåçäçÖó=Ñ~áäìêÉë
This is not to say that there are no specific power utility
issues currently exercising underwriters’ minds. The
main concern is probably the failures that have been
seen in some CCGT technology that had previously
been considered to be proven, and therefore past 
the point where any design faults could normally be
expected to have become apparent. The technical
power underwriters are monitoring this situation
closely, and some have been asking their clients to
provide details for each applicable machine, including
dates and findings of the manufacturer’s inspections.

However, there is no real indication at this stage that
the main power underwriters are looking to restrict the
coverage they are willing to provide to utilities that
employ this technology, provided that they follow the
manufacturer's recommendations and applicable
technical bulletins.

^=íÉãéí~íáçå=íç=Åìí=ÅçêåÉêë\
Another concern of some underwriters is the perception
that, fuelled by increasing deregulation and liberalisation,
there may be an economic temptation for decisions to be
made that run counter to best risk management practice.
An example might be a CCGT deferring planned
maintenance, or repairs in order to run base load for a
period when there are other outages on the grid, since
this might provide several weeks of guaranteed sales.
Competitive pressure could force down maintenance
budgets, thereby increasing the potential for a loss and a
claim against insurers. Underwriters will look for evidence
that their clients are continuing to follow prudent risk
management and maintenance practice, and risk
engineering continues to be a key discipline for the
technical market.

få=íÜÉ=Ä~ä~åÅÉÁ
Despite the general stability in the power utility market,
there is no solid consensus among underwriters over the
market’s future direction. Some say that their book of
business has not been profitable over the past couple of
years, that rates in some cases are at uneconomic levels,
that the market is in need of some correction, and that
they are therefore not in the mood to entertain thoughts
of further price reductions. There have been several large
losses (transformer failures, turbine failures, and a big
dam collapse in the USA) which have resulted in
significant claims against insurers, and underwriters
undoubtedly suffered big increases in the cost of their
catastrophe reinsurance at the start of the year, which 

Power and Utilities
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have to be passed on to buyers. Although at the time of
writing the 2006 end of year reinsurance treaty
negotiations were still ongoing, the trend so far has
been for increases for cat areas, which underwriters will
again be looking to pass on to buyers in these regions.

On the other hand, capacity is still plentiful and,
following a quiet 2006 hurricane season, underwriters are
increasingly willing to compete for business. It is therefore
quite possible that 2007 will see a softening on the power
market, at least for superior, well-managed risks.

Power and Utilities contuinued



Onshore Construction

cêÉëÜ=Å~é~Åáíó
The onshore construction market remains somewhat
more stable than its operating counterpart, with the
absence of any significant natural catastrophes in 2006
preventing any further upsurge in rating levels. Capacity
remains fairly static, with the overall market leadership
panel remaining broadly similar to the past few years.

cêÉëÜ=Å~é~Åáíó
Having said that, some new supporting capacity is
expected to be available in 2007. Lloyd’s insurer 
Alba will be offering between US$30-50 million from
Singapore next year, while Infrassure, with a capacity 
of US$30 million, is now showing a considerable
appetite for energy business. Gerling is keen to expand
their portfolio on a "follow market" basis, whilst Aspen
Re, a relatively new entrant to the market, is set to
provide significant capacity on an excess of loss basis.
We therefore currently estimate that capacity for 2007
is likely to be in the region of US$1.2 billion on a
Maximum Probable Loss (MPL) basis.

_êç~ÇÉê=ÅçîÉê~ÖÉ\
As a result, we believe that some softening may become
apparent during 2007. There is certainly some scope for
negotiating broad policy coverage, and we detect
substantial market appetite for quality business
encompassing a high degree of advanced risk
management and quality control. This is particularly 
the case for projects located in regions with little or no
natural catastrophe exposure, such as Europe and the
Middle East. Insurers with increased appetites who we
expect to set the tone of the market in 2007 include
Allianz, AIG, Munich Re, Liberty International and Zurich.

Deductible levels remain static, with insurers challenging
current levels for faulty part coverage (as per the LEG3
form) and where technology may be new or unproven.

iÉåÇÉê=ÇÉã~åÇë
The demands of lenders continue to be a key driver on
project financed deals. This has certainly had a positive
effect on the need for the market to provide significant
limits for Delay in Start-Up (DSU) cover. Additionally,
tunnelling and wet work risks face particular scrutiny
from underwriters as, due to their unfavourable loss
history, they are viewed as extremely hazardous
undertakings. Energy projects such as hydro-electric
power stations and LNG receiving terminals are 
likely to face more stringent terms and conditions of
coverage and potentially higher rates for these elements
of the project.

Insurers are also stressing the importance of receiving
adequate and timely project data and buyers need to
allocate sufficient time for brokers to collate this
information prior to the marketing and placement 
of the project.

Onshore Construction
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Since the last Energy Market Review in May, there 
have been a number of losses, notably as a result of
business interruption, emanating from the recent
conflict in the Lebanon, especially on the Israeli side 
of the border. There has been some discussion in the
market as to whether these losses were actually
sustained as a result of war or terrorism, and at the 
time of writing it is still unclear how this issue will be
resolved. In the meantime, several losses in South
America in the region of US$3-5 million each have 
also impacted the market.

Had these losses been spread across the terrorism
market, we would have expected some hardening in
market conditions. As it is, the losses have only had a
significant impact on a particular section of the market,
while those insurers who have not been affected
continue to drive for market share and consequently
push prices down.

cêÉëÜ=äÉ~ÇÉêëÜáé
One of the new entrants to the market that is certainly
fuelling this development is Lancashire Re. Armed with 
a capacity of US$200 million, Lancashire can potentially
write 100% of most placements that it writes and is
consequently able to pursue its own underwriting
strategy without reference to the remainder of the
market. Furthermore, none of the existing insurers are 
at the point where they would consider withdrawing
from the terrorism market, although several have 
recently suggested that they may well do so should
prices continue to fall at the present rate.

mäÉåíáÑìä=Å~é~Åáíó
There is therefore now something of a glut of capacity
available for terrorism risks, and we estimate that the
overall total now stands at approximately US$1 billion.
Aside from Lancashire Re, the main leaders remain the
same: Ascot, Hiscox, Beazely, Wellington and Talbot 
from Lloyd’s and, Axis, AIG, QBE and Montpelier from 
the composite market.

qÜÉ=äçåÖÉê=íÉêã
It is therefore unsurprising to see more insurers offering
longer policy periods. Previously, capacity for terrorism
coverage has only been provided for a maximum of 
12 months, but now some insurers will provide cover 
for as much as 48 months for construction risks, with
others offering 24 months. Total long term capacity of 
this kind is now estimated to amount to US$500 million,
which is more than sufficient for most projects.

Despite the relaxation in pricing, insurers are remaining
firm on deductibles and policy wordings. The standard
terrorism deductible remains at US$250,000, with
business interruption waiting periods fixed at either 
21 or 30 days. Coverage remains standard, and includes
terrorism, sabotage, strikes, riots and civil commotions,
as well as political violence that results in insurrection.

qof^=– ~å=áêêÉäÉî~åÅÉ\
Looking ahead to 2007, a working presidential report
has just been published in the US which effectively
states that TRIA will expire at the end of next year.
The report suggests that there is now sufficient 
cover within the US terrorism market to render the
backing of the US government somewhat superfluous.
In reality, government protection generated by TRIA 
has been of little relevance since the coverage “trigger”
was increased from US$5 million to US$50 million –
for example, losses from the UK terrorist attacks of 
7th July 2005 were only in the region of US$10 million.
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We also believe that the most advantageous terms 
will be secured by buyers that provide detailed security
information, location details, and copies of any
additional reports conducted by independent security
companies. Clients that have lenders’ requirements 
will in any event have little choice but to comply with
market demands for improved underwriting information,
as lenders will usually insist on the purchase of this
cover, particularly at the competitive terms now being
offered by the market.

tÜç=ïáää=ëìêîáîÉ\
So for the terrorism market, 2007 will bring increased
pressure on rating levels. In this market environment,
if insurers fail to compete, they risk losing a significant
amount of their portfolio as it will be much easier to
attack new business rather than to defend existing
placements. They will have to walk a tightrope 
between charging sufficient money for the risk and
allowing an aggressive property market to absorb
increasing amounts of this class. It will be interesting 
to see who stays in the terrorist game if the going 
gets any rougher.

pqlm=mobpp

Catlin Insurance Company Ltd. (Catlin Bermuda), an “A”

(excellent) rated AM Best subsidiary of Catlin Group Limited

(‘CGL’: London Stock Exchange), has developed an insurance

and reinsurance product that provides affordable coverage for

nuclear, chemical, biological or radiological (NCBR) terrorism.

One of the reasons why insurers have historically been reluctant

to provide coverage for these events is due to the unacceptable

accumulation risk posed by NCBR events. Catlin Bermuda has

developed a product which overcomes this problem by restricting

the coverage to NCBR events which occur in a specified area

which is predefined by the cedant or the insured.This coverage is

available for most lines of business (e.g.Workers Compensation,

Property Damage, Business Interruption etc.) and is available on

an insurance, facultative reinsurance or treaty basis.

Typical risks quoted to date include energy installations, railway

stations, ports, airports, sports stadia, major large office blocks

with area covered varying from a quarter mile radius to state

wide coverage. The price will vary dependant upon the size of

area covered, and the location insured. Coverage can be

provided inside and outside the United States.

A location where this cover may be ideal could be a major oil

installation located in Europe or the US, where the insured

buys protection for the event occurring inside a 5 mile radius

around the plant.

By restricting the geographical area in this way, Catlin has

created a product whereby significantly more insurance and

reinsurance capacity should now be available for NCBR terrorism

at much more reasonable pricing levels.

For further information on this product please contact either

Paul Shedden (+14412781653), Jonathan Gale

(+14412781654) or William Steeds (+14412781686).



iáãáíë=~åÇ=`~é~Åáíó
Total global D&O capacity remains stable in spite of
some carrier turnover. Among the departures were a
long-term, specialty insurer and an excess carrier. The
loss of their capital was mitigated by the increased
appetite for D&O risk in both the US and international
markets. As a result, global D&O capacity is greater
than ever – well in excess of US$1.8 billion before
considering the additional limits that may be available
on an A-Side basis (for non-indemnifiable claims).

With one major carrier rejoining the marketplace for
primary placements on larger, public-company D&O risks
and with continued competition for privately held and
not-for-profit organization risks, there may actually be
more suitors for the primary (initial base) layer of
coverage – setting the tone for the rest of the program.
A word of caution: there still remains a marked difference
between stated capacity available and the actual
deployment of limits. Carriers are increasingly signalling
their desire to deploy significant limits on preferred A-side
D&O programs as opposed to the more traditional, more
expansive A+B+C coverage for public companies.

London

cÉïÉê=äçëëÉë
The Directors and Officers Liability market in London is
usually characterised by small frequency, small severity
losses. Four years ago there were some large losses in
Germany, but in the UK there have been few losses
recently. New legislation, including Sarbannes Oxley and
the recent EU directive against ageism, suggested that
some serious challenges lay ahead, but of course new
legislation does not necessarily mean increased claims.

^=Ñä~ííÉê=ÅóÅäÉ
The result has been a flatter market cycle with perhaps 
a gradual softening that is now gaining some
momentum. However, we believe that it would only 
take a few losses and the trend would reverse rapidly,
and it should be remembered that it was only three
years ago that the market was much harder as a result
of some serious losses.

The major insurers in this class remain familiar: AIG,
Chubb, Allianz, Ace, Zurich, Liberty and Starr Excess.
The market is not predominantly Lloyd’s driven, but
certain syndicates including Markel, Odessy Re and 
SVB can also lead.

_êÉ~âáåÖ=ê~åâë\
Despite this stable panel of leaders, the softening
market conditions have meant that one underwriter in
particular has broken ranks. Zurich has recently hired
two new underwriters, who are happy to provide
coverage on a primary US$10 million basis on high
profile risks. Will the rest of the market support them?
We think that AIG, ACE and Chubb may refuse to do 
so, but we are confident that the market can provide
US$150 million of capacity excess of that provided by
Zurich, which would be sufficient for the majority of 
our clients’ programmes.

Capacity is therefore expected to increase a little in
2007. There are no new entrants as such, but AIG and
Starr Excess are expected to increase their capacity.
Overall, we now estimate that approximately US$300
million of D&O capacity is now commercially available,
with the possibility of securing US$450 million at a 
push, but using more expensive markets.

PU táääáë Energy Market Review December 2006
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qÜÉ=äçåÖÉê=íÉêã
Looking towards the future, it may be possible for
insurers to offer 2-3 year deals for international
business. These deals had been difficult to finalise in 
the past, due to treaty restrictions. We now believe it
might be possible to obtain some capacity for a long
term deal by end of 2007, although there is still a
danger that no market appetite for such a deal will 
be forthcoming.

There is also evidence that broader coverage may be
available, especially with regard to increased sub-limits
for pollution defence costs, generally now up to full
limit from US$500,000. AIG is also now providing
broader coverage for extradition costs.

rp=ÜçäÇë=íÜÉ=âÉóÁ
So in 2007, we do think that reductions in the range 
of 5-10% reductions might be able to be achieved, if 
no further losses materialise. Much will depend on
developments in the US, as there has recently been a
discernable trend for European companies to be sued 
in America. Other “hot topics” for 2007 will include 
the questions of ageism and extradition.

North America*

mêáÅáåÖ
Upward premium adjustments are anticipated for
companies facing claims activity and/or financial
challenges, but market indicators on new and 
renewal business suggest that premiums are
competitive for worry-free accounts. With risk
differentiation and market timing in mind, we believe
that premiums for companies with large market
capitalizations are generally remaining flat or
decreasing by 5-10%.

Where there are risk adjustments, premiums are
increasing by at least ten percent and possibly 
much more. As always, risk differentiation is critical.

Due to the abundance of available capacity, and as
more carriers target mid- to small-market cap
companies and private firms, premiums in these classes
will continue to reflect greater reductions, potentially in
the range of 10-15%.

*Taken from Marketplace Realities and Risk Management Solutions
2007 – Ann Longmore, D&O Practice Leader

Terms & Conditions

For all companies, the focus on “hot button” issues will
continue for the remainder of the year and well into 2007:

• Non-rescindable coverage, originally available solely
for A-Side coverage, which may now be extended to
include the rest of the D&O contract with non-
rescindable B and C insuring agreements on some
accounts (still a challenge for Fortune 500 companies).

• Thresholds for the personal conduct exclusions: illegal
profiting, intentional illegal conduct – which may
dovetail with the firm’s indemnification provisions.

• Narrowing the imputation of knowledge provision
and the definition of “Application”.

• Tailoring global programs to fully balance the need
for local policies.

• Modified claims reporting notices to eliminate the
over-assertion of late-notice claims denials.

• Potential coverage clarification with newly
introduced D&O extradition endorsements.
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oÉÅÉåí=ÅÜ~ääÉåÖÉë
In our last Energy Market Review issued in May 2006, we
highlighted the challenges facing the OIL management
following the mutual’s catastrophic 2005 Gulf of Mexico
hurricane losses, and in particular their struggle to
maintain capital adequacy and security ratings.

These challenges have been unprecedented in OIL’s 
long history:

• Two unprecedented cash calls of US$800 million
and US$900 million

• The downgrading of OIL’s security rating from A+
to A – by Standard and Poor’s

• The diminution of the “per occurrence cap” from
US$1billion to US$500 million by the OIL board on
June 1st 2006 to protect their solvency margin

^=ã~àçê=Åêáëáë\
Recognizing that OIL had suddenly become a “high
barrier to entry/low barrier to exit” facility, and having
paid off the majority of the hurricane losses with cash
calls, the OIL management was left accepting that a
major crisis could potentially be on their hands.

Little wonder that some industry observers and indeed
many OIL members have been left questioning whether
OIL still represents a cost effective and efficient purchase
of capacity within an energy insurance programme.

oÉÅÉåí=ÇÉîÉäçéãÉåíë
So just what has the management done in 2006 to
secure OIL’s capital base, stem the dissenting voices 
of the non-Gulf exposed sector of the membership and 
re-market the positive benefits of membership?  And
has it done enough?

Prior to the Special General Meeting of shareholders
last October, the OIL Board made two important
decisions. They issued US$600 million in preference
shares, which raised shareholders equity to 
US$1.7 billion, and also reduced the US$1 billion 
multi-insured aggregate limit to US$500 million.

jÉãÄÉêëÜáé=ÇáîÉêëáíó=– ÇçÉë=áí=ÜÉäé\
In the build-up to this meeting, a major talking point
amongst many observers was the diverse nature of
today’s OIL membership. To the casual observer, the
decision by OIL’s Board to open up the mutual to the
minerals, mining and utilities sector in 2004 may have
seemed like a divergence from the original concept of
the founding fathers, which was the pooling of the
somewhat more homogenous risks associated with the
US oil industry. OIL’s move may also have been seen 
as a knee-jerk reaction to the declining number of
members in the pool, or as a means of ameliorating the
dominance of one particular sector within the pool.
However, we understand that the current OIL
management views this development as a natural
extension of the membership base, since many of their
integrated members already declared minerals, mining
and utility assets to the pool.

kç=äçåÖÉê=éêÉé~êÉÇ=íç=ëÜ~êÉ\
Whatever the rationale, the effect was clear as the
impact of the US Gulf losses began to be felt. A number
of OIL member companies with interests unaligned
with those of the traditional membership signalled that
they were not necessarily prepared to continue to share
in the fortunes of other members – particularly when
those fortunes were tied to such grave natural
catastrophe perils as US Gulf windstorm.

Concluding Feature: the Outlook for OIL
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bCm=îK íÜÉ=êÉëíÁK
The following charts highlight the disparity between the
assets declared and consequent premiums paid by each
OIL sector and the losses arising out of each sector
from the hurricanes:

eìêêáÅ~åÉ=h~íêáå~=~åÇ=oáí~=içëëÉë=Äó=lfi=pÉÅíçê

OMMR=råãçÇáÑáÉÇ=dêçëë=̂ ëëÉíë=aÉÅä~êÉÇ=íç=lfi=
Äó=fåÇìëíêó=pÉÅíçê

Calls to further differentiate risks according to the level
of significant losses generated to the pool were
substantiated in a member survey carried out by OIL in
the summer of 2006. Of the 79% of respondents, 74%
called for more differentiation, while the majority called
for additional premium calls to be avoided.

j~å~ÖÉãÉåí=çéíáçåë
As the October meeting approached, the OIL
management considered a range of risk limiting
options, including:

• Deductibles

• Quota shares

• Retros

• Separate aggregation limits

• Premium differentiations

At a Special General Meeting of shareholders held in
October 2006, members were asked to vote on a
resolution to establish:

• An additional 2 business sectors to the existing
eight sectors, one for Atlantic Named Windstorm
(ANWS) onshore and one for ANWS offshore

• A US$750 million non-ANWS perils aggregation
limit, to be mutualised amongst all members

• A US$500 million of ANWS perils aggregation
limit, to be mutualised amongst all members

• An additional US$250 million of Optional ANWS
perils “top up” aggregation limit, to be mutualised
only amongst shareholders electing to participate 
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These charts show the disproportionate degree of OIL’s
Offshore E&P losses from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
compared to the overall gross asset base of this sector
within the mutual.
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Concluding Feature: the Outlook for OIL continued

For shareholders, this meant that a significant amount of
the premium load would be shifted from members with
non-ANWS assets to members with ANWS assets. In real
terms, 61% would be contributed by the Business Sectors,
with 39% being contributed by the ANWS Sectors.

^=Ñ~áê=éêçéçë~ä\
The advantages and disadvantages of the proposal
were identified as follows:

Advantages:
• Premium differentiation for ANWS exposed assets

• Differentiation methodology consistent with
current system

• Closer alignment of current premium allocation
with loss experience

Disadvantages:
• Very thin loss history for ANWS Onshore sector 

(three years) from which to calculate exposure

• Time required for accurate differentiation to fully
take effect

• Difficulty in collecting defining and auditing ANWS
exposed assets

qÜÉ=j~êÅÜ=OMMT=̂ dj
In the event, the proposal failed to be carried by a 
very narrow margin. However, it was decided that 
the resolution would be re-evaluated for the March
2007 AnnualGeneral Meeting. We understand that 
the management of OIL is quietly confident that 
the resolution will be promulgated at this time and 
has made specific provision for two policies to be
issued in 2007:

• One to be issued January 1st to May 31st,
reflecting the current OIL limits/business sectors

• One to be issued for June 1st to December 31st,
to reflect the revised limits/business sectors 

Members wishing to opt into the out of the ANWS
sectors for the 2007 year may elect to do so by 
March 31st. Members also have the opportunity to
issue notice of full withdrawal from OIL at June 1st.

qÜÉ=åáåÉ=ïáíÜÇê~ï~äë
In advance of this and having carefully reviewed their 
OIL position, nine members have issued notice of
withdrawal from the 2007 year at October 31st. Whilst
not confirmed by OIL, it is our understanding that these
were: Royal Dutch Shell, Koch, Duke, Tenaska, American
Electric Power, NiSource Inc, Kuwait Petroleum, Atmos
Energy and Kinder Morgan Inc. Together they comprised
12% of the gross weighted assets of the pool.

lfi=– íÜÉ=ÄÉåÉÑáíë\
So has the OIL management done enough to ensure
the pool remains viable through 2007, and does it
continue to provide the much vaunted benefits it once
did?  These are generally acknowledged to be:

• Significant property capacity at a lower cost
structure than the commercial market

• Broad Form coverage

• Greater contract certainty, with standard coverage
provided under a single shareholder agreement

• A perpetual coverage term, with no annual renewal
per se, the risk manager is freed up from the
onerous task of annually marketing his account
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• A strong networking community among fellow
shareholders 

The OIL management insist that there are few, if any,
commercial markets offering the size of limit that OIL is
prepared to offer. They point out that their cost ratio is
lower than any commercial market insurer, and believe
that the OIL premium model, based on retroactive loss
experience to the pool, offers a lower cost structure
than that of the commercial market.

`~é~Åáíó
From a capacity perspective, it’s worth stressing that
OIL still offers US$250 million of A- rated capacity to
the energy sector for property damage on a broad 
form cover. Currently a multi-insured aggregate limit 
of US$500 million applies for ex-US Gulf and Gulf
exposures. Premium rates are set on a quarterly basis,
and reflect the loss experience of the pool over the
previous five year period.

`çëí=píêìÅíìêÉ
But at a lower cost structure?  Most risk managers 
cite the reason for transferring risk to be to exchange
an uncertainty (i.e. a risk of loss) with a certainty (i.e.
of being indemnified), for a fair premium calculated 
on the expectancy of that loss. It has not escaped the
notice of industry observers that the retroactive
premium model which OIL employs is in itself an
uncertainty, as those members who saw premiums 
paid to OIL rise nearly three fold in the last three 
years can now testify.

Furthermore, the 2005 cash calls and the subsequent
severe rate hikes of 2006 came hot on the heels of 
the 40% rate hike to cover the Hurricane Ivan losses 
in 2004, although the risk weightings between the
different sectors have served to minimize the impact 
of losses on unaffected sectors such as utilities.

`çîÉê~ÖÉ
On the issue of coverage, whilst it is true that the cover
provided has narrowed significantly with the dropping of
the Broad Form Pollution coverage at 1st January 2006,
it should be pointed out that OIL continues to offer an all
risks policy form which affords cover for operational,
construction and onshore terrorism risks, with the latter
an all-important issue for some members.

`çåíê~Åí=ÅÉêí~áåíó
With regard to greater contract certainty, this is
certainly of paramount importance to the London
insurance market, as insurers and intermediaries are
now regulated with the rest of the financial services
industry by the Financial Services Authority (FSA).
According to the FSA all business which comes through
London now has to be contract-certain at inception.
So the fact that OIL is contract certain at inception will
perhaps no longer be the differentiating factor of old in
the future.
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OIL’s reputation as a tool for smoothing the pricing
volatility of the commercial market has been 
undermined by the 2005 hurricane season.
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Concluding Feature: the Outlook for OIL continued

qÜÉ=lfi=cçêã
So is the OIL Form able to offer any greater degree of
certainty than its commercial market rivals? Perhaps
not, but what is true is that the OIL product offering 
is standard across all sectors and all members, and 
it must remain as such in order to ensure that the
concepts of equality and fairness are upheld.

mÉêéÉíì~ä=ÅçîÉê~ÖÉ
On the issue of a perpetual coverage term, we would
comment that whilst risk managers are not required 
to provide an annual underwriting submission with
detailed value breakdowns, engineering surveys and
explanations of risk mitigation techniques practised,
they are in fact required to provide a statement of gross
assets. Should the resolution to separate US Gulf assets
(onshore and offshore) be adopted at the next Annual
General Meeting in March 2007, a significant amount 
of detailed exposure information will be required of 
risk managers.

`çããìåáíó=~åÇ=åÉíïçêâáåÖ
Perhaps the most obvious and enduring benefit of 
OIL membership over the years has been the sense of
community and the networking opportunities that
membership undeniably provides, and it might be this
very factor which prevented more of an exodus of OIL
during 2006.

A number of withdrawals from OIL at the October 31st
deadline, particularly of those members who had no US
Gulf exposure but who had been called upon to make a
significant contribution to the hurricane losses, was
anticipated by many observers. The much discussed exit
penalties for 2006 were equal to the amount of
premium the exiting members would have paid over
the next five years had they remained in the pool and
had OIL suffered no more losses. So what 

was the reaction of the membership to 2005, the year
of significant hardship for so many?

• Nine members issued withdrawal notice at 
October 31st.

• Many members took the opportunity to reposition
their OIL capacity, raising the attachment point and
taking an avoided premium surcharge.

• Some members restructured their OIL entry, adopting
an external quota share from the commercial market
alongside to stretch the OIL capacity.

`çåÅäìëáçå
It is clear that the actions taken by OIL over the last 
year have somewhat steadied the ship. Only 9 out of 
87 members served notice at October 31st. Those
withdrawing members do not appear to represent one
particular type of company, and would seem to have
different reasons for exiting the pool. What is also 
clear, now the disaffected members have withdrawn,
is that the likelihood of the resolution to adopt the 
two additional ANWS sectors being passed in March 
has increased.

^=ÇïáåÇäáåÖ=éêÉãáìã=éççä\
However, this is perhaps not quite the end of the story.
As the commercial market begins to soften, there is 
no doubt that other members will now also be
considering their long-term position by the time of the
next renewal season in June/July 2007. It is sometimes
asserted that some of the more recent OIL intake has
been more interested in securing the premium
advantages offered by OIL before the 2005 hurricane
season rather than being truly committed to the core
principle of homogenous risk mutualisation for the 
long term.
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Some of the options open to disaffected OIL members
in 2007 to secure more favourable overall risk transfer

terms might be:

• withdrawal later in 2007

• re-positioning OIL at a more remote position within
their overall risk transfer programme

• increasing the quota share participations of the
commercial market, captive insurance companies 
or self-insured retentions 

Taken together, the combined effect of member
withdrawals with the application of higher retention 

thresholds suggests a reducing OIL premium pool for 
the long term. This in turn would serve to increase the
very volatility that OIL had attempted to rectify by the
halving of its aggregate event limits earlier this year.

Our recommendation to buyers is that, well in advance 
of their renewal date and with an eye to the next OIL
withdrawal date, clients seek the advice of professional
brokers and advisors to help assess:

• Structuring options for OIL capacity 

• Commercial market alternatives to OIL capacity

• The benefits of OIL membership in the round
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The number of OIL members is still relatively high compared to pre-2001 – but how many remain truly committed to
the mutual for the long-term?
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Concluding Feature: the Outlook for OIL continued

lfi=OMMS=c~Åíë=~åÇ=cáÖìêÉë=áå=oÉîáÉï
• Unscaled losses to OIL from Hurricane Katrina

amounted to US$2.046 billion, scaled to 
US$1 billion due to the multi-insured 
aggregation limit.

• Unscaled losses to OIL from Hurricane Rita
amounted to US$1.265 billion, scaled to 
US$1 billion due to the multi-insured 
aggregation limit.

• To date, OIL has suffered one single claim in 
2006 of US$195 million (a mining explosion).

• Membership currently stands at 74.

• Two new members, Arkema Group and Mariner
Energy Inc, joined OIL in 2006.

• Shareholders equity increased by US$824.7 million
during the first half of the financial year due to
issuance of US$587.9 million of preference shares,
net underwriting income of US$164.2 million and
investment income of US$77.5 million. Shareholders
equity at June 30th 2006 stood at US$1,700.6 million.

• For the first half of the year gross premiums written
were US$858m, up 41.4% on the same period 
last year.

• Net premiums earned increased by 38% up from
US$306.7 million earned in the same period last
year to US$423.2 million.

• The increase in gross and net premiums is primarily
due to the increase in premium rates. The standard
and flat premium rates for the second and third
quarter 2006 were 17.32 cents and 17.31 cents,
compared with 11.75 cents and 13.62 cents for
the comparative period last year.

OIL rates for 2006 4th quarter billing as follows:

a) Pool A ( Preliminary Standard Rate – paid by all
members): 17.01 cents.

b) Pool B ( Provisional Flat Premium Rate – additionally
paid by Pool B members ): 16.43 cents.
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páåÅÉ=çìê=ä~ëí=áëëìÉÁ
• Catlin and Wellington have announced a merger

between their companies. Stephen Catlin will be
Chief Executive, with Preben Prebensen as his deputy.

• AIG has established AIG Global Marine and Energy,
headed by AIG Vice President Ralph Mucerino.

• Chaucer has formed a new underwriting operation
in Singapore with London market broking and
underwriting firm John Cahill Group, and has
recruited former Wellington underwriter Chris 
Wildee as Chief Executive of the new operation.

• Beazely has also expanded its engineering and
construction team into Singapore, with the opening
of a new office that will underwrite Engineering
and Construction insurance and reinsurance
business. The office will be headed by Byran Lee
Guan Leong and Wong Jyh Lih.

• OIL liability/casualty sister company OCIL has been
downgraded by ratings agency Standard & Poor’s
to BBB+ from A-.

• Lloyd’s managing agency Canopius has acquired
Creechurch, another Lloyd’s agency, for an
undisclosed sum. It is planned that next year
Creechurch’s syndicates will be wrapped into
Syndicate 4444, which is expected to increase 
its capacity form £300m to some £400m.

• Martin Schweighauser has left Swiss Re, to pursue
other interests.

• Colm Kellly has left Swiss Re to join Infrassure.

• Laurent Hoquet has left Partne Re to join AIG.

• Jason Poulastides has moved to new Lloyd’s
operation Novae.

• David Hope has left the Navigators Group in
London to pursue other interests, and has been
replaced by Stephen Coward.

• Lloyd’s insurer Heritage has promoted Nick Jones
to the position of active underwriter of Syndicate
1200 following the retirement of Les Rock.

• Commonwealth Insurance of Vancouver has
announced that it has withdrawn from writing
upstream and downstream energy business.

• CV Starr has launched a new syndicate at Lloyd’s,
Syndicate 1919, managed by Berkshire Hathaway
subsidiary Marlborough Underwriting Agency, on 
1 October. The Syndicate will have a capacity of
£50 million in 2007.

• Kelan Hunt has joined Arch Insurance Europe from
the energy team at AIG London.

• Peter Godfrey has left Swiss Re and joined Allianz
to head their energy underwriting operations. He is
joined by his former colleague at Swiss Re Robert
Vincent.

• Elspeth Brewin has resigned from her position at
OIL to join Thomas R. Miller.

• Heath Callum has moved from Aegis in London to
Lloyd’s insurer Argenta.

• John Bryce has left Swiss Re and joined Brit
Insurance to write their downstream portfolio.

• NCCI has announced that it has signed an agreement
with Munich Re which will allow the Saudi insurer to
offer a maximum capacity of US$100 million for
energy and other related industries.

Energy Market News
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On August 10 we announced the formation of Willis
Energy, a worldwide, multi-disciplinary business serving
the oil and gas industry on a global basis. The new
business draws on teams from Houston, Calgary, New
York and London and incorporates Willis’ global retail
network. To strengthen our new global platform, we
have made some important new appointments during
the course of 2006, which are summarised below.

eçìëíçå
• içóÇ=bëäÉê has been appointed Energy Practice

Leader in North America. Located in Houston, his
primary focus will be to coordinate Willis’ energy
operations in Houston, Calgary and New York and 
to promote organic business development across the
continent. He will report to Phillip Ellis, Willis Energy
Chairman. For the last two years, Loyd has been
Managing Partner for Willis’ Houston operation. In
this role, Loyd ran energy and non-energy
operations, where he significantly increased revenue
growth, while advancing client advocacy and
enhancing recruitment efforts. The greater part of
Loyd’s 18-year insurance career has been focused on
structuring and placing casualty insurance solutions
for Fortune 1000 companies. Prior to joining Willis in
2004, he spent five years at Marsh in various roles,
including Regional Practice Leader for the Private
Equity/Mergers & Acquisitions division. His
underwriting experience, eight years with Liberty
Mutual, adds to the perspective he brings that will
serve the best interests of Willis’ clients.

• açìÖ=pÜçÅâäÉó is one of the most well-known
names in the Houston Loss Adjuster market. Doug
began his career in the oil and gas sector as a
roustabout while attending college in 1972, and
soon progressed to senior surveyor with Rush
Johnson Marine Services Inc. In the mid 1980’s,
Doug was senior adjuster/surveyor for some of the

largest ever drilling rig losses, including a notorious
trio of Constructive Total Losses for one drilling
contractor in 1984-85. In the 1990’s, Doug was at
JH Blades where he and his colleagues handled over
a thousand claims advices each year. More recently a
spell in the Asia Pacific region was followed by a
return to Houston working for Bateman Chapman.

`~äÖ~êó=
• h~íÜó=råÇÉêÜáää joins us as our new Calgary

Office Manager. Previously Risk Manager of
EnCana Corporation, Kathy spent the first 16 years
of her career at Shell Canada as a qualified
chemical engineer. She therefore has a natural
empathy for the Canadian energy industry as well
as a deep understanding of its most challenging
risk management concerns.

• `ÉÉë=î~å=ÇÉê=päáââÉ is Willis Canada’s new Natural
Resources Leader. Cees was Risk Manager for
Unilever and Shell International for many years
before joining Aon where he served as an advisor 
to several of the world’s largest natural resources
companies in the US, Canada and Europe. Held in
particularly high regard in the oil and gas sector, Cees
will be working closely with Neil McIntyre and the
other members of the Global Energy team in Canada.

• _áää=`Ü~å also has a risk management background
in the Canadian energy industry sector, where he is
highly respected by his peers. His expertise is in the
specialist areas of risk identification, quantification
and retention capacity as well as alternative risk
financing, captive management and enterprise risk
management. Bill joins us from Aon where he
recently retired as Vice President in the company’s
Alternative Risk Solutions department.

Willis Energy – key appointments in 2006
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kÉï=vçêâ=
• cê~åâ=aÛ^ãÄêçëáç began his career over 30

years ago as an energy underwriter with the All
American Marine Slip in New York. His
underwriting career spanned some fifteen years
with various insurers before joining Marsh in 1991.
As Senior Vice President and Offshore Property
Manager, Frank had client executive responsibilities
for several large integrated oil companies, and
brings to Willis a formidable reputation, both as a
competitor and as a well-known pillar of the New
York energy insurance community.

• g~Åâ=`~ãáääç is a highly respected casualty
specialist. He has over 25 years experience with
Marsh in New York, where he managed the Marine
and Energy Casualty Department for more than ten
years. His particular speciality has been the design
and placement of high profile Excess Liability
programmes for major integrated energy companies
that have posed particular challenges to the
conventional casualty markets, as well as having
deep knowledge of Primary Casualty programmes.

içåÇçå=
• kÉáä=pãáíÜ has joined us following an insurance

career of almost 20 years with Sedgwick Energy
(subsequently Marsh) following the takeover in
1999. Since the early 1990’s he has specialised in
the role of Client Advocate for a range of major
integrated European, South African and Canadian
clients. As a result, he brings to Willis his substantial
expertise in the development and implementation
of solutions for a broad range of petrochemical,
refining construction and exploration risks. As a
Client Advocate, his role is very much as an access
point for the delivery of the best possible solutions
and services that  we can offer.

• ^ä~å=k~ëÜ has specialised in marine and energy
insurance for the last 23 years, of which ten were
spent with Sedgwick Offshore Resources before
joining Alexander Howden Energy (later Aon) in
1991. In 1999 he joined Marsh Energy as a Senior
Vice President, where his role was enhanced by
taking responsibility for new business production.
At Willis, his role as a senior client director also
involves dealing on a day to day basis with major
oil companies, overseeing operating programme
renewals (including OIL “wraps”) and placing their
offshore construction project programmes.

• m~ìä=_ê~ÇÇçÅâ started his career in 1988 at
Sedgwick (later Marsh) as an account manager
working predominantly on US and Canadian
wholesale business. Whilst at Marsh Paul led a
client service team that focused on upstream and
downstream business sourced from the Middle
East and North African regions. Paul has also been
heavily involved in offshore construction risk
programmes, with particular focus on the North
Sea, the Former Soviet Union and the Gulf States.
At Willis, Paul is working on predominantly
upstream energy business, and is also involved in
the development of business and insurance
products for renewable energy technology.

• a~îáÇ=dêáÑÑáíÜ=has over 25 years experience in the
insurance market, having started his career in the
marine department of Sedgwick Forbes Bland Payne
in 1980. He transferred across to their energy
department in 1990 as an offshore broker, where he
spent 11 years placing a huge variety of energy
packages and construction risks into both the
London and International markets. Prior to joining
Willis in 2006, David spent 5 years with Agnew
Higgins Pickering as a Senior Offshore Broker.
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• dÉê~êÇ=j~Öáåå has twenty two years’ experience
in the upstream insurance industry, and has been
traveling to the Asia Pacific region regularly for the
past 15 years. He commenced his career with Jenner
Fenton Slade prior to joining Heddington Insurance,
where he dealt with all aspects of Texaco’s
insurance and risk management requirements.
Gerard then joined Energex International Insurance
Brokers and headed up the offshore energy team
which handled a predominantly Asia Pacific
portfolio. Gerard took this portfolio with him when
he subsequently moved to Marsh. In 2002, he
joined Aon as a Director of the Energy Division,
working primarily with clients from the Middle East
and Asia Pacific regions.

• oçÄáå=pçãÉêîáääÉ began his career over 25 years
ago as an upstream insurance market broker for
both Sedgwick and Alexander Howden. However,
since 1996 he has focused on providing specialist
energy insurance intelligence and communication
services for Aon Energy. Robin’s role at Willis
Global Energy is to ensure that our clients and
prospects are kept fully informed of all relevant
insurance market developments, as well as
strengthening our own profile within the energy
industry worldwide.

The following have also joined Willis Energy in London
during 2006:

k~ãÉ cêçã

Jeremy Bennett Aon

Leona Cai Willis FINEX department

Chris Colman Marsh

Ian Elwell University of East Anglia

Helen Foster Aon

Jeremy Furber Newman, Martin & Buchan

Chris George Marsh

Steve Portman Miller Group

Farida Rahman Newman, Martin & Buchan

Kristina Sisk Bowdoin College, New Brunswick, USA

Andy Wei London School of Economics

The following Willis Associates 
contributed to this review:

• Martin Beagley
• Justin Blackmore
• Alan Brooks
• David Clark
• Alex Clayton
• Martin Daniels
• Phil Ellis
• Pamela Ferrandino
• Lesley Harding
• Graham Knight
• Ann Longmore
• Tom Prest
• Kevin Sparks
• David Thomas
• David Turner

Editor: Robin Somerville



From the worst windstorm year on record
to one of the most benign. From record
insurance losses to bumper profits. From
risk transfer to risk retention and brand
protection. As the priorities of both
insurance suppliers and buyers change,
the energy insurance market has moved
rapidly from red to black – but at a time
when alternatives to its products and
services appear to be increasingly
attractive. These developments surely
emphasise the inherent volatility that 
lies at the heart of both the energy and 
the insurance industries.
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